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Abstract
Understanding the physics of the breakup of turbulent liquid jets is important for a variety of applications including
engine sprays, fire suppression systems, and water jet cutting. Models of turbulent jet breakup allow predictions of
quantities of interest like the droplet size distribution and breakup length of the jet. These models are compared against
experimental data in a process called validation. If the model predictions are within the experimental uncertainty, then
the model is “validated” and believed to be accurate, and possibly can explain the physics. Uncertainty quantification
is necessary for model validation. While unfortunately relatively few experimental studies quantify uncertainty, that
is not the most pressing validation issue in turbulent jet breakup. I detail 3 additional problems that can make the
apparent validation of a model actually an illusion, regardless of how well the model appears to match the data. These
problems include: 1. important variables being omitted or guessed in experiments and models, 2. confounding between
independent variables, that is, two variables changing simultaneously, making determining cause and effect impossible,
and 3. testing only combinations of submodels and not each submodel in isolation. To avoid these problems and
others, I developed validation guidelines that are detailed in this work. Following these guidelines, I compiled a large
experimental database. Only 28 out of 47 experimental studies considered met my data quality guidelines. Only 18
studies had quantified uncertainty, and only 3 studies had substantial variation in the turbulence intensity.
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1 Introduction
Liquid jet breakup has been modeled in a wide variety

of different ways since the theoretical study of liquid
jets began in the 19th century. The precise modeling
techniques are not a concern in this paper, rather, how
the success of models is evaluated is. The comparison
of model predictions against experimental data is called
“validation” [1]. If the comparison is a success, then the
model is deemed “validated” and believed to accurately
predict cases not yet measured. Often, models appear
to work well in published works, but their accuracy is
still regarded with suspicion. The goal is this paper is to
highlight some of the reasonswhy an apparently successful
validation of a turbulent jet breakup model may actually
be illusory.

For example, the KH-RT (Kelvin-
Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor) jet and droplet breakup
model [2] is popular, but regarded as not fully pre-
dictive [3, p. 34L] despite the seemingly favorable fit
between the model and experimental data in the original
paper. The lack of predictability is demonstrated by one
of the model coefficients, B1, taking calibrated values
ranging from 1.73 to 40 [4, p. 14]. Magnotti and Genzale
attribute this to the model not taking into account all
the physical mechanisms involved. This is just one of
several possibilities. Even if the model considers all of
the physical mechanisms involved, it’s possible that a
particular submodel is inaccurate for its intended purpose.

While the precise criteria which determines whether a
model has been validated is not trivial [1], for the purposes
of this work I’ll call a model validated if its estimates are
within the error bounds (say, 95%) roughly as frequently as
the error bound itself. In other words, roughly 95% of the
model predictions need to be within the 95% intervals of
the data. These model predictions are considered the most
likely cases estimated by the model. Model uncertainty
are multi-modal distributions are not considered in this
work. This simplified approach is sufficient for this work
because, as will be discussed in more detail, relatively
few turbulent jet breakup experimental data sources have
quantified uncertainty, many data sources which have
quantified uncertainty have large uncertainties that are not
difficult for models to stay within, and even if these data
sources did have quantified and small uncertainties, it’s still
possible for a “bad” model to match the experimental data
well due to validation problems unrelated to uncertainty
quantification.

These problems largely will be resolved through bet-
ter and more comprehensive data. Consequently, for
validating turbulent jet breakup models, I developed a
large data compilation for turbulent jet breakup. This
data compilation was specifically designed to be challeng-
ing and diagnostic for turbulent jet breakup models. A
summary of the problems with existing data is in table 1.

These problems are elaborated in this work. Ultimately,
only 18 of the 44 (41.9%) experimental studies with the
quantities of interest were used. 10 studies were neglected
despite being acceptable because the data collected ap-
peared to mainly duplicate already transcribed data. For
reference, all studies considered are cited at the end of this
sentence [5–51]. The studies used are cited at the end of
this sentence [6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 22, 26, 29, 31–33, 39,
41–43, 47, 48]. The individual breakdown of studies used
for each quantity of interest is discussed in Trettel [52].

Some regression analysis from this data compilation
has been published previously [52], but the motivations
behind the data selected and problems found with the
previous literature are published here first. For additional
details, see the dissertation associated with this work [53].

To keep this work simple, I focus primarily on circular
non-cavitating turbulent Newtonian liquid jets injected
into still gases at high density ratios ρ`/ρg & 500. In
this regime the main physical mechanisms responsible for
breakup are turbulence and velocity profile relaxation, the
latter of which can be explained through turbulence [54].
More broadly, making a model which works in this regime
is necessary for the model to work in more challeng-
ing regimes involving cavitation and higher atmospheric
densities.

See figure 1 for an illustration of the basic jet breakup
quantities of interest (QoIs) considered in this work. The
liquid jet travels to the right from the nozzle on the left
surrounded by still gas. The nozzle orifice diameter is d0;
the 0 subscript indicates a variable located at the nozzle.
Similarly, the ensemble averaged breakup onset location
〈xi〉 and the spray angle θi use an i subscript to indicate
their location as well. The initial breakup location is
where jet breakup (i.e., droplet formation from the jet)
is first observed to occur. This location is averaged as it
varies over time. Similarly, as jet breakup depletes the
liquid core, the liquid core eventually ends at a location
called the “breakup length”, which is also an time-varying
quantity, so the average breakup length 〈xb〉 is measured
through various means to be discussed later in this work.
For brevity the average breakup length will often be called
simply the breakup length. Not in the illustration are
various measures of the droplet diameter. The Sauter
mean diameter is a common measure of the “average”
droplet diameter; this is denoted D32. How frequently
each QoI is measured in experiments can be seen in table 1.

The most common independent variables involved
in this problem are the nozzle bulk (average) velocity
U0, the surface tension σ, the liquid viscosity ν` , the
liquid density ρ` , and the gas density ρg. From these
the Reynolds number Re`0 ≡ U0d0/ν` , Weber number
We`0 ≡ ρ`U

2
0d0/σ, and density ratio ρ`/ρg can be formed.

As before, the 0 subscript indicates a quantity measured
at the nozzle exit, and ` indicates this is a liquid quantity.
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description number percentage
total considered 47 —
acceptable, used 18 41.9%

acceptable, not used 10 23.3%
D32 7 16.3%
〈vd〉 1 2.3%
〈xi〉 8 18.6%
〈xb〉 14 32.6%
θi 7 16.3%

uncertainty quantification 18 41.9%
rough pipes 3 7.0%

far-field droplets 5 71.4% (of 7)
just-formed droplets 2 28.6% (of 7)

no QoI 4 —
ambiguous data 2 4.7%

curves, not data points 2 4.7%
inconsistencies found 3 7.0%

foreign language 3 7.0%

Table 1: Summary of reasons why studies were neglected
from the data compilation. The numbers are the total
number of studies fitting a criteria on the left. The
percentage does not include studies which did not have
any of the quantities of interest (QoIs). The percentage
for droplet quantities is taken out of all studies which
measured droplet quantities.

Disclaimer
Following Rider [55], a disclaimer is warranted. I

will use certain published papers as examples of poor
model validation. The issues identified in this work are
not an indictment of the researchers. Instead, they show
flaws in the accepted practices of the atomization com-
munity. In this work, a accepted practice is defined as a
practice which appears in the recent (and up-to-date) liter-
ature repeatedly or in papers which are widely accepted
at present in the community. All of the research I cite was
conducted in good faith to my knowledge. The problems
I discuss are not obvious. In particular, confounding can
be particularly challenging to identify. This study is by
no means comprehensive, and reflects my own judgment
about which validation problems are more pressing based
on examination of a large fraction of the published litera-
ture on turbulent jet breakup at low atmospheric densities.
Other regimes and other atomization problems may not
suffer from the same issues or suffer from any major issue
at all.

Uncertainty quantification
A minority of the data sources (41.9%; see table 1)

considered in this work quantify uncertainty1 [6, 13, 15,

1To determine whether a study had quantified uncertainty, I used a
generous definition: If it was possible using data in the work and some
mild assumptions, I considered the work to have quantified uncertainty.

18, 19, 22, 26, 32, 37, 41–43, 45, 47, 48, 51]. When
uncertainties are estimated, they are often large. For
example, the percent error of the Sauter mean diameter
measurements of Wu [56, p. 139] was estimated as 33%.
Large uncertainties make validation easier than it should
be. New experiments with small, known uncertainties are
needed for rigorous validation of turbulent jet breakup
models.

There are established procedures for uncertainty quan-
tification for droplet size [57–60, 61, p. 128]. There also
appears to be a wide spread in spray angle data due to
the sensitivity of the spray angle to its definition [62, 63,
p. 114, 64, p. 12, 65], a problem which can only be solved
by standardization of the definition of the spray angle2.

Aside from a brief discussion by Osta [51, p. 108]
little has been written on uncertainty quantification for
the breakup length, which is used for the examples in this
paper. There are two main methods to measure breakup
length: electrical conductivity of the jet and photographic
measurement of where the jet core ends. The electrical
conductivity measurements define the breakup length as
the point where the jet conducts electricity through itself
50% of time. Photographic measurement defines the
breakup length as the average location of the end of the
jet’s core. Because the distribution of breakup location
is highly symmetric, these two numbers are essentially
equal [19, 66], and consequently I use the notation 〈xb〉
for the breakup length irrespective of how it was mea-
sured. The two components of the uncertainty in this
case are the measurement precision and the statistical
error from taking a finite number of data points3. The
electrical conductivity case is essentially taking a very
large number of measurements, making the statistical
component negligible, so the main source of uncertainty
is the precision of the measurements. For photographic
measurements, the main source of error is typically sta-
tistical. For turbulent jets this can be estimated using the
fact that the standard deviation of the jet breakup location
(σb) is well predicted by a constant coefficient of variation
Cσb ≡ σb/〈xb〉 = 0.1291 ± 0.0019, as is discussed in my
dissertation [53]. This along with the t-distribution can
be used to estimate the uncertainty in photographic mea-
surements of the breakup length. The statistical error for
photographic measurements tends to be rather large at the
sample sizes used in the previous literature, a fact which
has not been appreciated to my knowledge. This can be
seen in figure 2; the large errors in the measurements of

2New experiments may be necessary to determine how to obtain
roughly equivalent spray angles using different techniques, e.g., different
thresholds for photographic or mass fraction measurements which result
in approximately the same spray angles.

3A third component, transcription error from the conversion of data
to graphical plots back to data, is more difficult to characterize and has
not been included in this work. However, I intend to examine this in
future work.
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all We`0 We`0, Tu0 Re`0
Cb 3.785 8.051 3.891 9.478

CTu −0.272 0 −0.269 0
CWe 0.313 0.318 0.327 0
CRe 0.014 0 0 0.253
R2 0.980 0.877 0.979 0.709

Table 2: Table showing the effects of using different vari-
ables in a regression analysis for the breakup length, 〈xb〉.
All the available data fitting the data quality guidelines is
used. The regression equation is the same as in table 3.
Regression equation: 〈xb〉/d0 = CbTuCTu

0 WeCWe
`0 ReCRe

`0 .
Total number of data points: 145.

all We`0 We`0, Tu0 Re`0
Cb 1.061 9.356 1.488 0.396

CTu −0.132 0 −0.862 0
CWe 0.114 0.303 0.254 0
CRe 0.364 0 0 0.607
R2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 3: Table showing the effects of using different
variables in a regression analysis for the breakup length,
〈xb〉. Only data from Arai et al. [33] is used. Total number
of data points: 5.

Grant [67] are particularly noticeable4. It is likely that if
the uncertainty were quantified in some of the earlier pho-
tographic breakup length measurements, the researchers
would have conducted more trials to reduce the statistical
error in their measurements. Electrical conductivity mea-
surements are preferred, though in principle photographic
measurements can have small statistical errors at larger
sample sizes.

Omitted and qualitative independent variables
If a model does not include an important variable,

it is intuitive that the model may perform poorly. The
model may match its calibration data well, but be severely
inaccurate in other situations where the neglected vari-
able differs substantially from the values it took in the
calibration data.

Unfortunately, this is often the case in turbulent jet
breakup for an entire class of variables: turbulence quan-
tities. It is uncontroversial that some measure of the
“strength” of turbulence is a major factor in turbulent jet

4Neither Kusui [17] or Arai et al. [33] report measurement precision.
These were estimated as 1 cm and 0.2 cm, respectively. Also, note
that the R2 value in the corner of figure 2 differs from that of table 2
because the table only uses the latter 3 data sources, neglecting the
noisier photographic measurements of Chen and Davis [13] and Grant
[67]. This was necessary to obtain a clear turbulence intensity exponent
in the regression procedure. The large error washed out any turbulence
intensity effects.

breakup, with the breakup being more severe for “stronger”
turbulence [68, p. 14, 69, p. 512, 70, p. 72L]. Themost nat-
ural measure of the strength of turbulence is the turbulence
intensity, Tu5. To define the turbulence intensity first the
the RMS velocity fluctuation u′ ≡

√
〈u2〉 must be defined.

In the definition of u′, u is the velocity fluctuation, defined
as u ≡ U− 〈U〉 where 〈U〉 is the time or ensemble average
of the velocity. If the reader is familiar with statistics, the
turbulent RMS velocity is simply the standard deviation
of a particular velocity component. The larger the RMS
velocity, the larger the fluctuations. This quantity can be
defined in other directions, e.g., the radial RMS velocity
v′ is believed to be particularly important in turbulent
jet breakup as the radial fluctuations can directly cause
breakup. Often it is convenient to measure the strength
of fluctuations in all directions. In this case one can use
the turbulent kinetic energy, k ≡ 1

2 (u
′ + v′ + w′), which

considers fluctuations in each direction. The turbulence
intensity is a non-dimensional version of the RMS velocity:
Tu ≡ u′/〈U〉. In this work, I’ll use the notationTu0 to refer
to a turbulence intensity defined using a plane-averaged
turbulent kinetic energy: Tu0 ≡ (2k0/3)

1/2
/(3U0). While

this choice may seem peculiar, it is chosen because it is
believed to capture the first-order effects of the strength
of turbulence while ignoring the effects of inhomogeneity
in the radial direction and anisotropy.

A more recent regression analysis by this author [52]
suggested more precise sensitivities to the turbulence in-
tensity for the breakup length, 〈xb〉, and spray angle, θi.
The previous study of Kusui [17] also showed a clear
turbulence intensity effect on the transition to the atom-
ization regime. Most QoIs show a turbulence intensity
dependence in turbulent jet breakup to my knowledge.

The turbulence intensity is not typically constant.
Measurements of the turbulence intensity in large-scale
air models of nozzles varied between roughly 4% and
11% for nozzles similar to diesel nozzles [71, fig. 4] and
roughly 4% and 13% for sudden and smooth contraction
nozzles with orifice lengths of L0/d0 = 4 [72]. These
measurements neglected cavitation, which presumably
could increase the turbulence level further. In applications
where particularly stable jets are desired, low turbulence
intensities on the order of 1% are expected.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of previous liquid
jet experiments did not characterize turbulence quantities.
This was observed as early as the 1967 survey of Lapple
et al. [73, pp. 9–10] and unfortunately the situation has
not changed since then. In 2010, Osta and Sallam [74,
p. 945] note that turbulence quantities are still neglected

5Many researchers believe that the Reynolds number (Re`0 ≡
U0d0/ν` ) is the most natural measure of the strength of turbulence. The
Reynolds number absolutely is a factor in turbulence, however, it will be
shown later in this paper that in the second wind-induced regime, the
breakup length is nearly insensitive to the Reynolds number.
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in experiments, despite their importance. The neglect of
turbulence quantities is understandable as turbulence mea-
surements in free surface flows are difficult [75, p. 345].
With that being said, there have been several turbulent
jet breakup studies which varied the turbulence intensity,
often by avoiding the need for measurement of the tur-
bulence level in a free surface flow. The 1948 study of
Bogdanovich [76] used large-scale air models of nozzles
to get credible estimates of the turbulence intensity at the
nozzle outlet. In 1963, Skrebkov [12] used long pipes
of varying roughness to control the turbulence intensity
relatively precisely with a known relationship between
the turbulence intensity in fully developed pipe flow and
the friction factor. The first theoretical study to consider
the turbulence intensity was made by Natanzon [77] in
1938. Unfortunately these studies are little known, likely
because they were originally written in Russian.

The neglect of turbulence intensity was examined in a
review of dimensional analysis of turbulent jet breakup in
my dissertation [53]. Only 20% of the 45 studies consid-
ered the RMS velocity (and by extension, the turbulence
intensity) in their dimensional analyses. A further 20%
considered nozzle geometry as a factor, which could be
considered a proxy for turbulence intensity (though not
a good one; see the next section on confounding). As
adding a variable is easy in dimensional analysis, this
indicates that turbulence intensity effects are understudied
in turbulent jet breakup in general.

The neglect of turbulence quantities presents major
issues from a modeling perspective. The data can not be
compared fairly against models because the turbulence
intensity is now a free parameter. Its precise value is
unknown, and it is frequently estimated at precisely where
it needs to be to make the model work regardless of
whether that value is credible. One example of this
problem is breakup length model of Lafrance [78], which
uses an implausibly low value for the turbulence intensity
(0.8% for fully developed smooth pipe flow, vs. about 5%
in reality, depending on the Reynolds number) because
that’s what matches the data best. If a realistic value
of the turbulence intensity were used, the model would
not produce a realistic breakup length. The model is
miscalibrated. Another example is the breakup length
model of Ervine et al. [79]which uses an arbitrarily chosen
turbulence intensity value of 3%, which, of course, fits
the data very nicely. There is no reason to believe that
choice is appropriate and possibly the model suffers from
the same problem as Lafrance’s model.

The work of Wu [56] also relies on estimates of the
turbulence intensity implicitly as the turbulence intensity
was assumed roughly constant. This hides the problem
in empirically determined coefficients, which ultimately
are functions of the turbulence intensity. By treating
these coefficients are constants, the model assumes that

the turbulence intensity is constant, limiting its ability to
generalize. Being based on the work ofWu [56], the recent
model of Magnotti et al. [80] itself neglects the turbulence
intensity, despite Magnotti and Genzale’s criticism of the
KH-RT model for not considering turbulence effects [3,
p. 34L].

It’s not even necessary to quantify a variable (even
implicitly as in the coefficient case) to “prove” the validity
of a model. Bergwerk [81, p. 655] rejects the idea that
turbulence can cause breakup because “turbulent veloc-
ity components [...] are hardly likely to be of sufficient
magnitude” to cause breakup. However, Bergwerk did not
quantify the magnitude of the turbulent velocity compo-
nents or the velocity magnitude needed to cause breakup,
making their argument simply an assertion.

Admittedly, the inverse problem of determining a
model input from the outputs can often be perfectly valid.
But it relies entirely on the model being validated with
known values of the inputs. If the model was not validated
with known values of the inputs, avoiding the issues
mentioned in the previous paragraph, then there is little
reason to be confident in the inversion. I don’t believe
that current models have been validated due to the issues
mentioned in this paper. And even if a model passed a
series of good validation tests for turbulent jet breakup, I
am not convinced that any present models (including the
model I develop in Trettel [52]) are sufficiently trustworthy
to be used for inverse modeling purposes. The parameter
space explored by existing data is too small; I’d need
to be confident outside of the ranges of the source data.
If an inverse problem can be avoided entirely (through
measurement, pre-existing data, etc.), avoiding inversion
is obviously much preferred. In this work I intentionally
only select data where this inverse problem can be avoided
entirely.

Estimating the turbulent kinetic energy with a model
seems prudent if measurement is difficult. Unfortunately,
the popular nozzle turbulence model developed by Huh
et al. [82] as part of a larger spray model is in severe error
when compared against experiment data, as I detailed
in a previous paper [83]. For typical nozzle lengths
(L0/d0 ≈ 4), Huh et al.’s model predicts turbulent kinetic
energies which are more than an order of magnitude too
high. Despite this severe error, the combined nozzle-
spray model was successfully validated for predicting
spray angles. This suggests either that the turbulence
level of the jet is unimportant, which seems unlikely and
contradicts the claims of Huh et al., or it suggests that the
spray model is mis-calibrated due to the poor estimates
of the turbulence level. This type of problem (integration
tests being insufficient) will be discussed later in this
paper.

Qualitative trends are also not sufficient. There are
many studies which compare jets with presumably “low”
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turbulence intensity produced by smooth and short nozzles
against against jets of presumably “high” turbulence inten-
sity produced by jets from longer nozzles6. These studies
can be used for only qualitative validation of models at
best. For example, Reitz and Bracco [84, p. 1741L] reject
the idea that turbulence alone could be responsible for
jet breakup in a high density environment because the
trend of a particular model coefficient as the nozzle length
increases (presumably increasing the turbulence intensity)
is the opposite of expectations if turbulence contributed to
breakup. A more recent example is the study of Osta et al.
[85], which examined injectors of nozzle aspect ratios
L0/d0 = 10 and L0/d0 = 40 as a proxy for turbulence
level. Osta et al. conclude that the longer nozzle has a
faster rate of breakup, but different models can predict
that without getting the precise sensitivity to turbulence
intensity correct because the nozzle length also changes
the velocity profile, as will be discussed in the next section.
Because qualitative trends are so easy to match, they are
not sufficient for validation.

The conclusion from the examples over the last page
is that if a variable is not empirically quantified, it can be
used to “validate” essentially any model or “confirm” any
hypothesis.

From an experimental perspective, neglecting impor-
tant variables also means that an experiment could be less
reproducible. A later experimenter could try to reproduce
the experiment but be unable to, and have no way to verify
that their setup is producing the same jets. Aside from
fully developed pipe flows, the turbulence intensity at
the outlet of an internal flow component is a function of
the inlet turbulence intensity. Consequently, even using
the same nozzles and same upstream pipework may not
be sufficient for reproducibility. The inflows to the test
system must also be standardized.

Given that fully developed turbulent pipe flows have a
universal andwell-understood state, theymake an excellent
basis for experimentation. “Pipe” nozzles are the de facto
standard nozzle for basic turbulent jet breakup research.
The friction factor f of a long pipe is strongly correlated
with the averaged turbulence intensity Tu0 of the flow [52]:

TuFD = 0.3655 f 0.4587. (1)

See figure 5. Consequently, the turbulence intensity of
any pipe nozzle can be estimated. The data compilation I
made was restricted solely to pipe nozzles for this reason.
Even if the researchers did not measure the turbulence
intensity, it can still be credibly estimated if they used a
pipe nozzle.

For smooth pipes with turbulent flows, the friction
factor is a relatively weak function of the Reynolds number.

6An additional common problem with these studies is confounding
between the velocity profile and turbulence intensity, which will be
discussed in a later section of this paper.

The previously mentioned study by Skrebkov [12] used
pipes of varying roughness to change the turbulence inten-
sity independent of the Reynolds number. Unfortunately,
as can be seen in table 1, only 3 studies I am aware of
used rough pipes [12, 17, 31], so there is very little data
with appreciable variation in turbulence intensity.

With this being said, pipe nozzles are not a panacea;
they are a poor choice for studying low turbulence intensity
scenarios as a smooth pipe has a turbulence intensity of
roughly 5%, while some nozzles designed to produce
highly stable jets may have turbulence intensities below
1%. Care must also be taken to have a smooth outlet to
separate the effects of imperfections in the orifice and
turbulence intensity [86, p. 1162, 13, p. 179, 18, p. 6].

When the turbulence intensity can be taken into
account, the accuracy of a turbulent jet breakup model is
improved. The results of regression analysis of breakup
length data under various conditions is shown in table 2.
The regression equation

〈xb〉
d0
= CbTuCTu

0 WeCWe
`0 ReCRe

`0 (2)

is fitted to 145 data points from 5 different studies, as
shown in figure 2. These studies all used long pipes
which produce fully developed turbulent flow as their
nozzles. The data has been limited to the second wind-
induced regime where a power law for breakup length
has been shown to hold. The study of Kusui [17] had
varying roughness which allows the turbulence intensity
to vary from about 5% for a smooth pipe to about 13%
for a very rough pipe as can be seen in figure 47. This
variation in turbulence intensity is much wider than is
typical and provides a strong challenge to turbulent jet
breakup models.

The columns of table 2 indicate which of the 3 vari-
ables (We`0, Re`0, and Tu0) are considered. The left
column lists the exponents of the regression equation. The
bottom row is R2, a simple measure of how well the model
matches the data8. Higher R2 values indicate a better fit,
with 1 being the maximum. Comparing the We`0 and
We`0, Tu0 cases shows that including the turbulence inten-
sity in the model does appreciably improve the accuracy,
increasing R2 from 0.877 to 0.979. Adding Re`0 only
offers a marginal improvement with an R2 value of 0.980,
indicating that the turbulence intensity is indeed more

7Unfortunately Kusui [17] had a moderate length smooth section after
their rough pipe, which complicated the estimation of the turbulence
intensity. The turbulence intensity was estimated as if the length of the
short section was zero. This selection was found to be most consistent
with breakup length data from non-pipe nozzles. This issue is discussed
in a previous paper [52]. New experiments without this issue are needed.

8In the introduction, I had recommended examining how frequently
the model estimates are within the error bounds of the data instead. R2

implicitly assumes that the data has no uncertainty, and is chosen here
for simplicity.
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important than the Reynolds number in the second wind-
induced regime. As will be discussed in the next section,
this apparent (small) Reynolds number effect may actually
be a turbulence intensity effect due to confounding.

Confounding and spurious correlation
Confounding between variables occurs when an ex-

perimenter can not differentiate between the effects of
changing one variable and the effects of changing an-
other. If two independent variables are changed at once,
it is impossible to know the relative contributions each
independent variable to the change seen in the dependent
variable. Any change seen could have been due to one
variable, the other, or both. The vast majority of previous
turbulent jet breakup experiments considered in this work
suffered from confounding between variables, making data
analysis ambiguous unless steps are taken to avoid the
confounding. Unfortunately, that was done infrequently
for the confounding between We`0 and Re`0, rarely for
the confounding between Re`0 and Tu0, and rarely for
the confounding between the velocity profile and Tu0.
The difficulty of distinguishing between We`0 and Re`0
effects in jet breakup experiments was first noted by Asset
and Bales [6, p. 2] in 1951, later independently noted by
Dodu [87, 88] in 1959, but appears to have received little
attention since.

The most obvious example of confounding in turbu-
lent jet breakup is between the Reynolds number Re`0 ≡
U0d0/ν` and the Weber number We`0 ≡ ρ`U

2
0d0/σ. For

most experiments, the researcher runs a series of tests
with a particular nozzle and fluid, varying only the pres-
sure. This, in turn, varies the bulk velocity of the jet, U0.
Changing only the bulk velocity of the jet changes both
the Weber and Reynolds numbers simultaneously. See fig-
ure 3; the apparent lines come from different experimental
trials using the same nozzle and fluid.9

Again, if two variables are changed simultaneously,
it’s impossible to attribute the effects seen to either variable
unambiguously. Perhaps the jet is insensitive to changes
in the Reynolds number as long as the Reynolds number is
high enough to establish turbulent flow10. Then, all of the
changes seen would be due solely to the Weber number
changes. However, that can not be determined from a
single nozzle with a single fluid. One must use different
nozzle diameters and/or fluids to break the correlation
between We`0 and Re`0. This is what I did by compiling
data from many different diameter nozzles and fluids, as
can be seen in figure 3. Breaking the confounding requires
varying the nozzle diameter and the fluid (to change the

9The earliest example of a We`0-Re`0 plot that I am aware of is due
to Dodu [87, p. 500, fig. 4] in 1959.

10For convenience, when I write “independent of Re`0”, I mean
“independent of Re`0 provided it is high enough that the hydrodynamic
flow regime is turbulent”.

viscosity and/or surface tension).
Less obvious is the confounding between Re`0 and

Tu0. For a particular nozzle geometry and surface rough-
ness, the Reynolds number at the nozzle outlet determines
the turbulence intensity at the nozzle outlet. The relation-
ship between the two is not universal [71], but is known for
long pipe nozzles, as discussed previously. This confound-
ing can be seen in figure 4. The confounding between the
velocity profile and Tu0 was also discussed in Trettel [54].

Confounding is often caused by nondimensionaliza-
tion, as it is in the We`0 and Re`0 case. Dimensionless
variables frequently have common dimensional variables.
Even if all of the dimensional variables were uncorrelated,
there may now exist a correlation between the dimension-
less variables. A subset of this issue has been discussed
extensively in the dimensional analysis literature as “spu-
rious correlation” [89]. However, spurious correlation is
only a consequence of a particular type of confounding.
In spurious correlation, the dependent (output) dimension-
less variables contain dimensional variables in common
with the independent (input, not statistically independent)
dimensionless variables. In contrast, confounding is more
general, and applies between independent variables.

Estimates of the correlation between variables with
common terms can be computed assuming that the dimen-
sional variables are uncorrelated [89]. The correlation
between dimensionless variables often should be consid-
ered when quantifying uncertainty, as typical approaches
assume that all variables are uncorrelated11.

To be clear, the confounding seen in turbulent jet
breakup is not necessarily caused by nondimensional-
ization. For example, while the dimensionless velocity
profile and turbulence intensity both have the average
velocity U0 in common, confounding can still occur in
cases where U0 is held constant, as it roughly is in many
experiments. The confounding is actually an artifact of
how many experiments are conducted. Multiple variables
change as the nozzle aspect ratio L0/d0 is changed, where
L0 is the nozzle orifice length: 1. the velocity profile
changes (and consequently, the boundary layer thickness
increases); 2. the flow can transition from laminar to tur-
bulent; 3. the turbulent kinetic energy typically increases
(as would the magnitude of the Reynolds shear stress);
4. swirl decays; and 5. the flow could have separated at
the nozzle inlet but reattach further downstream. Con-
sequently, if one uses L0/d0 as a proxy for any of the 5
mentioned effects, one can not distinguish between these
effects. A similar problem causes confounding between
the turbulence intensity Tu0 and Reynolds number Re`0,
as for smooth pipe nozzles the turbulence intensity is only
a function of the Reynolds number. If one variable is a

11Note that even if the dimensional variable in common between two
dimensionless terms were held constant experimentally, the errors would
still be correlated.
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function of the other only, then regardless of the com-
position of those variables (i.e., into dimensional terms),
they will be highly correlated. The type of confounding
caused specifically by nondimensionalization is, however,
the cause of confounding between We`0 and Re`0.

Avoiding confounding
Confounding in general is best avoided by covering

the relevant parameter spaces relatively completely. This
could be accomplished through factorial experimental de-
signs. Factorial experiments appear to be rare in turbulent
jet breakup; I am aware of only the studies of Ruiz and
Chigier [90–92]. The experimenter is also required to not
miss any important variables. Non-experimentalists are
limited by existing experiments in this regard. For turbu-
lent jet breakup, existing data can avoid confounding only
for the breakup length, because the parameter spaces are
widely sampled enough in that case. To detect confound-
ing, check parameter space plots (e.g., figures 3 and 4) for
correlations between different variables. If these are seen,
then cover the parameter space more comprehensively
by changing the experimental conditions or looking for
new data in different parts of the parameter space. As
previously mentioned for the We`0 and Re`0 case, this
may require changing the nozzle diameter and fluid.

Consequences of confounding
The potential consequences of confounding can be

seen in tables 2 and 3. These tables show the results of
regression analyses of breakup length data under various
conditions. As previously discussed, table 2 shows the
effect of using different variables in a regression analysis.
Table 3 shows the effect of using different variables in a
regression analysis of confounded data. Due to the con-
founding between We`0 and Re`0, and also Re`0 and Tu0,
is is impossible to say whether the observed trends are
due to changes in any of those three variables in the con-
founded case. Indeed, the R2 values for all four conditions
considered are essentially 1 in this case. Confounding
between the Reynolds number and turbulence intensity
occurs in most turbulent jet breakup experiments. And
confounding between the Weber and Reynolds numbers
is not uncommon either. As can be seen in figure 3, only
2 experimental studies (Grant and Middleman [15] and
Kusui [17]) out of 5 considered avoided confounding by
using different nozzle diameters and/or fluids to cover
the parameter space more widely. Compiling data in this
case helped avoid confounding, but just adding data is
not a solution to confounding. The data must avoid a
correlation between the two variables of interest to avoid
confounding.

Confounding may help explain why so many regres-
sions in turbulent jet breakup seem to be contradictory12.

12The contradictions likely can be partly explained by differences in

For the breakup length, many different functional de-
pendencies have been used. A small sample can give
the reader an idea of the variety. Miesse [93, p. 1698]
proposed

〈xb〉
d0
= 538We0.5

`0 Re−0.625
`0 . (3)

Grant and Middleman [15, p. 184] suggested

〈xb〉
d0
= 8.51We0.32

`0 . (4)

Wu and Faeth [47, p. 2917L] suggested a similar form
using a data compilation including data from Grant and
Middleman. Shavlovsky [94, p. A6-82] offered

〈xb〉
d0
= A − 68 · 10−6Re`0, (5)

where A ≈ 85 to 112. Finally, De Jarlais et al. [35, p. 87R]
obtained the best fit equation

〈xb〉
d0
= 480We0.5

`0 Re−0.53
`0 . (6)

Some researchers try both Weber and Reynolds numbers,
while some prefer just one of either. It is possible that each
of these expressions does in fact fit the source data well,
but confounding makes the precise functional dependency
more difficult to identify. Considering confounding, the
data most closely matches the general form first proposed
by Grant and Middleman [15], albeit with a turbulence
intensity modification.

The data presented here does not clearly eliminate
a Reynolds number dependence, rather, it merely shows
that any Reynolds number dependence on the breakup
length in the second wind-induced regime is weak. If I
assume that the experimental data has no uncertainty and
neglect the (presumably small) effects of confounding,
then using the standard error for the coefficient in the case
where all three variables are considered (table 2) I find that
CRe`0 = 0.01377 ± 0.0003 (95% interval). This does not
overlap with zero, though it might if the uncertainty in the
experimental data is considered. Future workwill examine
if there still is some confounding between Re`0 and Tu0
which might make CRe`0 statistically indistinguishable
from zero.

Integration tests are not sufficient
Another common problem is the use of easily mea-

sured quantities which include droplet breakup (secondary
breakup), droplet coalescence, and droplet transport to
“validate” models which only predict primary13 breakup
quantities like the droplet diameter at formation. For
simplicity I’ll call measurements which include secondary

regimes as well.
13“Primary” breakup and “jet” breakup are identical.
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breakup, droplet coalescence, and droplet transport “far-
field” measurements. Kastengren et al. [95, p. 132L]
rightfully note that “simply comparing modeled to mea-
sured droplet size in the far-field is insufficient to validate
the physical breakup model; data in the “near-field” are
needed, since this is the region in which primary breakup
actually occurs.” Magnotti and Genzale [3, p. 34L] have
also expressed skepticism about the usefulness of far-field
measurements.

Converting between near-field and far-field quantities
now requires additional droplet breakup, coalescence, and
transport models. As such, this attempt at validation
does not test the primary breakup model directly. Now a
validation failure could mean a failure of either the droplet
breakup model, the droplet coalescence model, the droplet
transport model, the primary breakup model, or any com-
bination of the four. The result is ambiguous, making the
models difficult to falsify. And a validation success does
not necessarily mean that the primary breakup model is
correct, as the droplet breakup and coalescence models
could hypothetically compensate for problems in the pri-
mary breakup model in a way which makes each model
wrong when taken in isolation. This possibility becomes
much more likely when one considers that these models
are usually tuned to the data.

For this reason, it is strongly preferred to validate each
model individually (like a “unit test”) in addition to the
“integration test” for all of the submodels in combination.
In software testing, a unit test tests a specific part of a
software. An integration test tests the combination of
the parts of the software. The same terminology can
be applied to testing models in isolation vs. testing the
larger collection of models. Similar terminology has been
adopted in model validation previously [96, pp. 37L-38R].

In the droplet diameter measurement case there is one
additional subtlety that is often missed in the literature. It
is not strictly correct to merely compare predictions of pri-
mary breakup droplet diameters to droplet measurements
in the near-field, that is, droplet measurements at a particu-
lar location. One must measure only droplets which were
just formed from the jet, that is, droplets formed through
primary breakup without any other influences. I’ll call
these “just-formed” droplets for brevity. The measure-
ments of the Faeth group (e.g.Wu et al. [42], Wu and Faeth
[43], and Wu et al. [97]) are the only which I am aware of
for just-formed droplets. These measurements are more
difficult and limited than either near-field or far-field mea-
surements, as they require analyzing many photographs
of the breakup process to select only just-formed droplets.
Photography is unfortunately limited in the near-field due
to the density of the spray in many situations. Fortunately,
new DNS data analysis techniques are being developed
to obtain size distributions for just-formed droplets [98],
however, this processed DNS data is not available as of

this writing.
It is possible that the distribution of near-field droplets

is similar to the distribution of just-formed droplets. If
true, this would greatly simplify experimentation while
maintaining rigor. To my knowledge, this hypothesis has
yet to be validated. The easiest way to test the hypothesis
would be to measure droplet diameters in the near-field in
a case directly comparable to data collected by the Faeth
group.

Several sources of data were neglected in my data
compilation because only far-field quantities were mea-
sured. Of the 7 pipe jet studies with droplet diameter
measurements, only 2 had droplets in the near-field. Both
were measurements of just-formed droplets. The non-pipe
data of Bogdanovich [76] and Dumouchel et al. [99] in-
cludes turbulent kinetic energy at the nozzle exit, however,
the droplet diameter measurements are in the far-field,
making these data sources less attractive for validation.

The insufficiency of integration tests also was pre-
viously mentioned in the case of the combined nozzle
turbulence and jet breakup models of Huh et al. [82]. The
nozzle turbulence model is in severe error, making one
of the inputs of the spray model far off where it should
be, likely making the model poorly calibrated for the true
turbulence intensity despite the apparent validation of the
model.

Other common model validation problems
Apples-to-oranges comparisons

Strictly speaking, it is incorrect to naively combine
data from nozzles of different geometries, but this is still
frequently done in liquid jet breakup research. If not all
the important variables are quantified, to properly combine
data a researcher needs to be confident that the variables
which are not quantified do not vary much, and as such can
not have a major influence on the results. This is difficult
to do in atomization research in general. Assuming that
one has the turbulence intensity, for example, that is not
sufficient to fully characterize the turbulence. One would
need at the very least some measure of the integral scales.
However, integral scale measurements are even more rare
than turbulence intensity measurements. Consequently,
when compiling data, for the moment it would be useful
to know that the integral scales are roughly fixed and
consequently will not be affecting the results appreciably.
This may be true for pipe jets and is another reason to
prefer pipes as nozzles. In an earlier paper [52] I compared
a regression against data from non-pipe nozzles and found
deviations. The prime suspects for the error are of course
variables which I have no estimates for, such as the integral
scales.

To give some examples of this problem, consider the
breakup length model of Gorokhovski [100] in 2001. The
breakup length is plotted as a function of the square root of
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the density ratio
√
ρ`/ρg in figure 6. Gorokhovski would

have had to selected a Weber and Reynolds number for
this plot based on their model (if not other variables like
turbulence intensity not considered in the model). This
selection was not discussed in the paper, and it seems
unlikely that the Weber and Reynolds numbers match the
experimental data cited (Lee and Spencer [101] and Hoyt
and Taylor [102]). Consequently, this appears to be an
apples-to-oranges comparison. The problem is actually
worse than it appears at first glance, as neither Lee and
Spencer [101] or Hoyt and Taylor [102] report what is most
commonly known as breakup length. Their studies are
photographic and do not report enough photos to allow for
estimation of the breakup length. Gorokhovski’s model
computes the breakup length, but it is not being compared
against the breakup length. And, finally, the fit between
the model and data is not particularly good. Possibly Hoyt
and Taylor’s single data point fits poorly due to the apples-
to-oranges comparison. Gorokhovski does not discuss
this discrepancy, but characterizes the fit as “satisfactory”,
though the lack of uncertainty quantification makes how
adequate the fit is difficult to determine.

This problem was not isolated to Gorokhovski’s
model. Over a decade later in 2017, Movaghar et al.
[103] used a very similar plot to validate their turbulent
jet breakup model. See figure 7. Movaghar et al.’s model
was calibrated on pipe nozzles, so it seems inappropriate
for the model to match data from different nozzles without
mention of changing the turbulence intensity, which is
a factor in Movaghar et al.’s model. This second ex-
ample shows that these poor validation practices have
been accepted as sufficient for the past 20 years in several
well-regarded journals, Atomization and Sprays and the
International Journal of Multiphase Flow.

Validation against only a small amount of data when more
is available

The examples fromGorokhovski [100] andMovaghar
et al. [103] demonstrate another common issue: Valida-
tion against a small amount of data. Gorokhovski [100]
compared against a total of 5 data points. For the density
ratio effect, Movaghar et al. [103] used only 4 of the
previous data points. Fortunately, Movaghar et al. [103]
used the data compilation of Wu and Faeth [47] for vali-
dation of their breakup length model at low atmospheric
densities (high ρ`/ρg). Aside from the Faeth group, data
compilation is rare.

As previously mentioned, turbulence intensity is fre-
quently neglected. Comparison against data where the
turbulence intensity varies over the range expected in
practice is necessary to validate turbulent jet breakup
models. Aside from my CDRSV model [52], Skrebkov’s
model [12]’s, and Bogdanovich’s scaling model [76], I
am not aware of comparison of a model against data with

varying turbulence intensity14.
More data, as long as it does not duplicate existing data

or contribute to confounding, typically challenges a model.
Jet breakup has been studied for over a century. While
many of the early experimental studies are of poor quality
by modern standards, studies from the 1950s through now
are generally worth consideration. Validation is best done
with as much data as possible to identify as many faults
with a model as possible.

Not measuring the most typical quantity of interest
Considering only pipe jets, 4 studies were neglected

because the QoIs were not measured at all [8, 11, 14, 27].
These studies tended to be old and were often qualitative
(e.g. Hoyt and Taylor [27] or focused on different QoIs
than I do.

Considering non-pipe jets, another problem appeared.
Some researchers used an alternative QoI which is analo-
gous to but not the same as another common QoI. As an
example, the DNS study of Salvador et al. [104, fig. 7]
has a plot of axial mass concentration. It is reasonable
to believe this is analogous to the breakup length, but the
two are not directly comparable. There is no reason why
the time-averaged or 50th percentile breakup length could
not have been measured from the same DNS data that
produced the axial mass concentration plot.

These issues would be reduced by adoption of stan-
dard quantities of interest. In this paper I focus on the most
commonly measured quantities of interest (see figure 1),
which I believe are physically meaningful and useful.

Data presentation issues
Ambiguous data

2 studies were neglected due to the data being pre-
sented ambiguously [7, 20]. For example, to my knowl-
edge it is not possible to determine the Reynolds number,
Weber number, etc. from the regime data presented by
the study of Kusui [17]15. This is because the data was
only plotted in coordinates that did not allow the Reynolds
number and Weber number to be determined indepen-
dently.

This problem is likely to persist due to space consid-
erations in journals. However, in the future it is strongly
recommended to include tabulated raw data (in primi-
tive variables, e.g., U0, d0, and ν` rather than Re`0) in
reports and dissertations. Posting raw data online is also
highly recommended in addition. To increase the prob-
ability of the data being available in the future, both are
recommended.

To identify whether something is ambiguous in the

14The regression model of Dumouchel et al. [99] is worth mentioning
at this point, but it is not a phenomenological model like the others
mentioned.

15Note that as I was able to obtain some data from Kusui [17], this
study was not included among the two neglected.
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data, it is recommended that someone else reproduce some
basic plots of the data given the tabulated or digitized
version.

On a related note, 2 studies were neglected from the
data compilation because they presented curves for experi-
mental data rather than data points [10, 36]. These studies
were neglected because it is impossible to determinewhich
precise points were tested from a curve.

Data neglected due to inconsistency with others
A few data sources were neglected due to inconsis-

tency with other data sources deemed reliable.
Breakup onset location (〈xi〉) measurements from

Eisenklam and Hooper [9] and Reitz [26] were neglected
because they were inconsistent with other measurements16.
Possibly this is due to the use of small sample sizes, making
the error in the mean very large.

Breakup length measurements (〈xb〉) from Mansour
and Chigier [105, p. 595, fig. 4] differed from others
and were neglected. This may be due to a difference in
how Mansour and Chigier defined the breakup length,
as Mansour and Chigier used a definition based on the
wavelength of disturbances [105, p. 594].

Breakup length measurements from Phinney [19,
p. 695, fig. 3] were found to be inconsistent with others and
were neglected. However, the breakup length probability
distribution from Phinney [19, p. 698, fig. 6] is consistent
with other data. Only Phinney’s figure 3 appears to be
in error. Private communication [106] with the author
and the fact that the author’s other data is consistent with
other researchers indicates this likely was a data reduction
error limited solely to figure 3 which does not indicate
unreliability of any of the author’s other data. On this
note, the definition of the stability parameter in Phinney
[19, p. 692, fig. 2] has a typographical error; the correct
definition is given on page 690 in the text, verified by
computing the stability parameter for data from Chen
and Davis [13] and comparing against the plot. Another
potentially related problem is that the surface tension for
fluid II appears to be much lower than seems possible
for salt water. Fortunately fluid II was not used for fig. 6
of Phinney [19, p. 698], which may help explain why
that plot appears consistent with other data but the other
breakup length plot does not.

Foreign language
3 studies were neglected because they were written

in a foreign language and did not appear to contain useful
data [5, 24, 28]. While foreign language does not disqual-
ify a study17, if a foreign language study does not appear
to contain valuable data from a superficial examination, I

16Because the spray angle from Reitz [26] was used, this study does
not count towards the count of inconsistent studies.

17I published English translations of Russian papers by Lebedev [71]
and Natanzon [77], so the language barrier is not impenetrable.

did not deem it important enough to examine further. It is
possible that these studies do contain useful data that is
obscured by the language barrier.

Conclusions and recommendations
Improving the validation of turbulent jet breakup

models requires not only changes to how models are
validated but also new experimental data that is more
challenging for model validation. Consequently recom-
mendations are made for both modelers and experimental-
ists/computationalists. These guidelines are designed to
address issues specifically in turbulent jet breakup, and
they complement existing validation guidelines [96].

Recommendations for model developers
1. Compile as much data as possible. Actively look for

data that fills in gaps in your parameter spaces (e.g.,
figure 3) and avoids confounding.

2. Consider the uncertainty of the source data. If
necessary, neglect data which is too uncertain.

3. Consider turbulence intensity in new models, as it is
an important variable in turbulent jet breakup that is
frequently neglected.

4. For primary breakup droplet diameter and velocity
models, it is necessary to compare against primary
breakup data, i.e., data on the diameter and velocity
of droplets just-formed from the jet. Far-field mea-
surements are discouraged. Near-field measurements
may be acceptable, but they need to be compared
against just-formed measurements to check that they
are similar.

5. Match all variables (We`0, Re`0, Tu0, etc.) when
comparing model estimates to data. And ensure that
the model estimate is for the same quantity as the
data. Otherwise the comparisons are invalid; they
would be apples-to-oranges comparisons.

Recommendations for experimentalists and computation-
alists
1. Estimate uncertainty for every measurement.

2. Measure or estimate turbulence intensity at the very
least, if not other turbulence quantities (integral scale,
Reynolds stress).

3. If turbulence intensity will not be measured, use a
standardized setup where the turbulence intensity
can be credibly estimated. “Pipe” nozzles which
produce fully developed turbulent flow are one way
to do this. If the pipes are roughened and the friction
factor of the pipe is measured, then the turbulence
intensity can be credibly estimated [52].
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4. Cover the We`0-Re`0 and Re`0-Tu0 parameter spaces
well enough to avoid confounding. Don’t use nozzle
orifice length as a proxy for turbulence level or the
velocity profile.

5. Measure common quantities of interest: droplet di-
ameter distribution f (D) or Sauter mean diameter
D32, average droplet velocity at formation 〈vd〉, av-
erage breakup onset location 〈xi〉, average breakup
length 〈xb〉, and spray angle θi. Other quantities of
interest may be useful in specific applications.

6. For quantities without clear standard definitions (e.g.,
the spray angle), define the quantity in a precise way.
Preferably this definition does not require expensive
equipment. For the spray angle the standard could be
a specific threshold for photographic or mass fraction
measurements.

7. Distinguish between quantities of interest which de-
pend on only primary breakup and those which
include other effects. For testing primary breakup
models, it is better to measure the diameters of
droplets “just-formed” from the jet. If only near-
field measurements are possible, replicate one of the
papers with just-formed droplets and compare the
near-field and just-formed measurements. If the two
are close, then near-field is an acceptable proxy for
just-formed measurements.

8. Release raw data with each publication.
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Figure 1: Jet breakup variables labeled on a schematic liquid jet. d0 is the nozzle diameter, 〈xi〉 is the average breakup
onset location, θi is the spray angle, and 〈xb〉 is the breakup length.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the breakup length regression equation 〈xb〉/d0 = 3.891Tu−0.269
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`0 against experimental
data with estimated uncertainties. Transcription error is not included in the plot.
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diameter with the same fluid.
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Figure 6: Breakup length as a function of the square root of the density ratio from Gorokhovski [100, fig. 2].

Figure 7: Breakup length as a function of the square root of the density ratio from Movaghar et al. [103, fig. 7]. Plot
clearly based on Gorokhovski [100, fig. 2].
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Liquid jet breakup has been modeled in a wide variety of different ways since the theoretical study of liquid jets began in the 19th century. The precise modeling techniques are not a concern in this paper, rather, how the success of models is evaluated is. The comparison of model predictions against experimental data is called ``validation''~\cite{moser_validation_2016}. If the comparison is a success, then the model is deemed ``validated'' and believed to accurately predict cases not yet measured. Often, models appear to work well in published works, but their accuracy is still regarded with suspicion. The goal is this paper is to highlight some of the reasons why an apparently successful validation of a turbulent jet breakup model may actually be illusory.

For example, the KH-RT (Kelvin-Helmholtz/Rayleigh-Taylor) jet and droplet breakup model~\cite{beale_modeling_1999} is popular, but regarded as not fully predictive~\cite[p.~34L]{magnotti_detailed_2017} despite the seemingly favorable fit between the model and experimental data in the original paper. The lack of predictability is demonstrated by one of the model coefficients, $B_1$, taking calibrated values ranging from \numrange{1.73}{40}~\cite[p.~14]{ning_development_2007}. \citeauthor{magnotti_detailed_2017} attribute this to the model not taking into account all the physical mechanisms involved. This is just one of several possibilities. Even if the model considers all of the physical mechanisms involved, it's possible that a particular submodel is inaccurate for its intended purpose.
% That is a reasonable hypothesis, but mere assertion does not test it. How do we know a model can't accurately predict where particular physical mechanisms are important? By testing in regimes where those physical mechanisms are important.

While the precise criteria which determines whether a model has been validated is not trivial~\cite{moser_validation_2016}, for the purposes of this work I'll call a model validated if its estimates are within the error bounds (say, 95\%) roughly as frequently as the error bound itself. In other words, roughly 95\% of the model predictions need to be within the 95\% intervals of the data. These model predictions are considered the most likely cases estimated by the model. Model uncertainty are multi-modal distributions are not considered in this work. This simplified approach is sufficient for this work because, as will be discussed in more detail, relatively few turbulent jet breakup experimental data sources have quantified uncertainty, many data sources which have quantified uncertainty have large uncertainties that are not difficult for models to stay within, and even if these data sources did have quantified and small uncertainties, it's still possible for a ``bad'' model to match the experimental data well due to validation problems unrelated to uncertainty quantification.

These problems largely will be resolved through better and more comprehensive data. Consequently, for validating turbulent jet breakup models, I developed a large data compilation for turbulent jet breakup. This data compilation was specifically designed to be challenging and diagnostic for turbulent jet breakup models. A summary of the problems with existing data is in \tabref{breakdown}. These problems are elaborated in this work. Ultimately, only \num{18} of the \num{44} (41.9\%) experimental studies with the quantities of interest were used. \num{10} studies were neglected despite being acceptable because the data collected appeared to mainly duplicate already transcribed data. For reference, all studies considered are cited at the end of this sentence~\cite{littaye_contribution_1942,asset_hydraulic_1951,duffie_factors_1953,betchov_breakup_1955,eisenklam_flow_1958,palmer_water_1962,rupe_dynamic_1962,skrebkov_turbulent_1966,chen_disintegration_1964,mikatarian_experimental_1966,grant_newtonian_1966,kusui_liquid_1968,kusui_liquid_1969,phinney_stability_1970,phinney_breakup_1973,van_de_sande_air_1974,yanaida_flow_1974,phinney_breakup_1975,sterling_instability_1975,baftalovsky_vliyaniye_1977,kitamura_influence_1978,reitz_atomization_1978,hoyt_pipe-exit_1980,baftalovsky_o_1982,hiroyasu_breakup_1982,iciek_hydrodynamics_1982,kim_investigation_1983,wu_measurements_1983,arai_break-up_1985,de_jarlais_inverted_1985,de_jarlais_hydrodynamic_1986,malloggi_experimental_1986,debler_break-up_1988,hiroyasu_structures_1990,ruff_structure_1990,karasawa_effect_1992,tseng_effects_1992,wu_primary_1992,wu_aerodynamic_1993,huang_role_1994,mansour_effects_1994,ramamurthi_effect_1994,wu_onset_1995,sallam_liquid_2002,mayer_atomization_2004,salyers_spray_2010,osta_effect_2010}. The studies used are cited at the end of this sentence~\cite{asset_hydraulic_1951,skrebkov_turbulent_1966,chen_disintegration_1964,grant_newtonian_1966,kusui_liquid_1969,phinney_stability_1970,phinney_breakup_1975,reitz_atomization_1978,hiroyasu_breakup_1982,kim_investigation_1983,wu_measurements_1983,arai_break-up_1985,ruff_structure_1990,tseng_effects_1992,wu_primary_1992,wu_aerodynamic_1993,wu_onset_1995,sallam_liquid_2002}. The individual breakdown of studies used for each quantity of interest is discussed in \cdrsvref.

Some regression analysis from this data compilation has been published previously~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018}, but the motivations behind the data selected and problems found with the previous literature are published here first. For additional details, see the dissertation associated with this work~\cite{trettel_modeling_2019}.

To keep this work simple, I focus primarily on circular non-cavitating turbulent Newtonian liquid jets injected into still gases at high density ratios $\rhol/\rhog \gtrsim 500$. In this regime the main physical mechanisms responsible for breakup are turbulence and velocity profile relaxation, the latter of which can be explained through turbulence~\cite{trettel_turbulent_2019}. More broadly, making a model which works in this regime is necessary for the model to work in more challenging regimes involving cavitation and higher atmospheric densities.

See \figref{jet-nomenclature} for an illustration of the basic jet breakup quantities of interest (QoIs) considered in this work. The liquid jet travels to the right from the nozzle on the left surrounded by still gas. The nozzle orifice diameter is $d_0$; the $0$ subscript indicates a variable located at the nozzle. Similarly, the ensemble averaged breakup onset location $\xiavg$ and the spray angle $\thetai$ use an $\text{i}$ subscript to indicate their location as well. The initial breakup location is where jet breakup (i.e., droplet formation from the jet) is first observed to occur. This location is averaged as it varies over time. Similarly, as jet breakup depletes the liquid core, the liquid core eventually ends at a location called the ``breakup length'', which is also an time-varying quantity, so the average breakup length $\xbavg$ is measured through various means to be discussed later in this work. For brevity the average breakup length will often be called simply the breakup length. Not in the illustration are various measures of the droplet diameter. The Sauter mean diameter is a common measure of the ``average'' droplet diameter; this is denoted $D_{32}$. How frequently each QoI is measured in experiments can be seen in \tabref{breakdown}.

The most common independent variables involved in this problem are the nozzle bulk (average) velocity $\Ubar_0$, the surface tension $\sigma$, the liquid viscosity $\nul$, the liquid density $\rhol$, and the gas density $\rhog$. From these the Reynolds number $\Relo \equiv \Ubar_0 d_0 / \nul$, Weber number $\Welo \equiv \rhol \Ubar_0^2 d_0 / \sigma$, and density ratio $\rhol/\rhog$ can be formed. As before, the $0$ subscript indicates a quantity measured at the nozzle exit, and $\ell$ indicates this is a liquid quantity.
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   \caption{Jet breakup variables labeled on a schematic liquid jet. $d_0$ is the nozzle diameter, $\xiavg$ is the average breakup onset location, $\thetai$ is the spray angle, and $\xbavg$ is the breakup length.}
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   \caption{Experimental measurements of $\Tubar_\text{FD}$ as a function of the pipe friction factor, using only experiments where profiles of all three RMS velocity components ($u^\prime$, $v^\prime$, and $w^\prime$) are available. Also plotted is a regression.}
   \label{fig:f-vs-Tu}
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   \caption{Breakup length as a function of the square root of the density ratio from \citet[fig.~2]{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}.}
   \label{fig:gorokhovski_stochastic_2001_fig_2}
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   \caption{Breakup length as a function of the square root of the density ratio from \citet[fig.~7]{movaghar_numerical_2017}. Plot clearly based on \citet[fig.~2]{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}.}
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% DONE?: Add citations for neglected studies. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

\mixsection{Disclaimer}

Following \citet{rider_rogues_2009}, a disclaimer is warranted. I will use certain published papers as examples of poor model validation. \textit{The issues identified in this work are not an indictment of the researchers. Instead, they show flaws in the accepted practices of the atomization community.} In this work, a accepted practice is defined as a practice which appears in the recent (and up-to-date) literature repeatedly or in papers which are widely accepted at present in the community. All of the research I cite was conducted in good faith to my knowledge. The problems I discuss are not obvious. In particular, confounding can be particularly challenging to identify. This study is by no means comprehensive, and reflects my own judgment about which validation problems are more pressing based on examination of a large fraction of the published literature on turbulent jet breakup at low atmospheric densities. Other regimes and other atomization problems may not suffer from the same issues or suffer from any major issue at all.

% DONE: Discus criteria showing a paper is well accepted:
% - citations
% - number of times the problem appears in the literature
% - the paper is more recent (bad ideas are discarded over time)

\mixsection{Uncertainty quantification}
\label{sec:uq}
%This is certainly important and necessary for validation, but the problems I'm discussing are more fundamental, and would make validation difficult or impossible even if the uncertainty were quantified.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{rcc}
description                & number & percentage \\
\hline
total considered           & 47     & ---      \\
%total with QoIs            & 43     & ---      \\
%acceptable                 & 28     & 65.1\%   \\
acceptable, used           & 18     & 41.9\%   \\
acceptable, not used       & 10     & 23.3\%   \\
\hline
$D_{32}$                   & 7      & 16.3\%   \\
$\vdavg$                   & 1      & 2.3\%    \\
$\xiavg$                   & 8      & 18.6\%   \\
$\xbavg$                   & 14     & 32.6\%   \\
$\thetai$                  & 7      & 16.3\%   \\
\hline
uncertainty quantification & 18     & 41.9\%   \\
rough pipes                & 3      & 7.0\%    \\
far-field droplets         & 5      & 71.4\% (of 7) \\
just-formed droplets       & 2      & 28.6\% (of 7) \\
no QoI                     & 4      & ---      \\
ambiguous data             & 2      & 4.7\%    \\
curves, not data points    & 2      & 4.7\%    \\
inconsistencies found      & 3      & 7.0\%    \\
foreign language           & 3      & 7.0\%
\end{tabular}
\caption{Summary of reasons why studies were neglected from the data compilation. The numbers are the total number of studies fitting a criteria on the left. The percentage does not include studies which did not have any of the quantities of interest (QoIs). The percentage for droplet quantities is taken out of all studies which measured droplet quantities. \label{tab:breakdown}}
\end{table}

A minority of the data sources (41.9\%; see \tabref{breakdown}) considered in this work quantify uncertainty\footnote{To determine whether a study had quantified uncertainty, I used a generous definition: If it was possible using data in the work and some mild assumptions, I considered the work to have quantified uncertainty.}~\cite{asset_hydraulic_1951,chen_disintegration_1964,grant_newtonian_1966,phinney_stability_1970,phinney_breakup_1973,phinney_breakup_1975,reitz_atomization_1978,wu_measurements_1983,debler_break-up_1988,tseng_effects_1992,wu_primary_1992,wu_aerodynamic_1993,mansour_effects_1994,wu_onset_1995,sallam_liquid_2002,osta_effect_2010}. When uncertainties are estimated, they are often large. For example, the percent error of the Sauter mean diameter measurements of \citet[p.~139]{wu_liquid_1992} was estimated as 33\%. Large uncertainties make validation easier than it should be. New experiments with small, known uncertainties are needed for rigorous validation of turbulent jet breakup models.

%The uncertainty in any quantity can, in principle, be conservatively estimated, so in future work the data sources with unquantified uncertainties could be updated with new vague uncertainties. This is not ideal, however, as it makes validation easier than it could otherwise be, disqualifying fewer models, so new experiments are needed.

There are established procedures for uncertainty quantification for droplet size~\cites{bowen_particle_1951,heidmann_photography_1962,smirnov_confidence_1971,buschulte_liquid_1974}[p.~128]{sallam_properties_2002}. There also appears to be a wide spread in spray angle data due to the sensitivity of the spray angle to its definition~\cites{kim_spray_2000}[p.~114]{balewski_experimental_2010-1}[p.~12]{arai_physics_2012}{ruiz-rodriguez_evaluation_2018}, a problem which can only be solved by standardization of the definition of the spray angle\footnote{New experiments may be necessary to determine how to obtain roughly equivalent spray angles using different techniques, e.g., different thresholds for photographic or mass fraction measurements which result in approximately the same spray angles.}.

Aside from a brief discussion by \citet[p.~108]{osta_effect_2010} little has been written on uncertainty quantification for the breakup length, which is used for the examples in this \ifdiss{section}\else{paper}\fi{}. There are two main methods to measure breakup length: electrical conductivity of the jet and photographic measurement of where the jet core ends. The electrical conductivity measurements define the breakup length as the point where the jet conducts electricity through itself 50\% of time. Photographic measurement defines the breakup length as the average location of the end of the jet's core. Because the distribution of breakup location is highly symmetric, these two numbers are essentially equal~\cite{phinney_breakup_1973,yanaida_flow_1978}, and consequently I use the notation $\xbavg$ for the breakup length irrespective of how it was measured. The two components of the uncertainty in this case are the measurement precision and the statistical error from taking a finite number of data points\footnote{A third component, transcription error from the conversion of data to graphical plots back to data, is more difficult to characterize and has not been included in this work. However, I intend to examine this in future work.}. The electrical conductivity case is essentially taking a very large number of measurements, making the statistical component negligible, so the main source of uncertainty is the precision of the measurements. For photographic measurements, the main source of error is typically statistical. For turbulent jets this can be estimated using the fact that the standard deviation of the jet breakup location ($\sigma_\text{b}$) is well predicted by a constant coefficient of variation $C_{\sigma_\text{b}} \equiv \sigma_\text{b} / \xbavg = 0.1291 \pm 0.0019$, \ifdiss{as will be discussed in detail in \secref{sec:trajectory jet breakup model}}\else{as is discussed in my dissertation~\cite{trettel_modeling_2019}}\fi{}. This along with the $t$-distribution can be used to estimate the uncertainty in photographic measurements of the breakup length. The statistical error for photographic measurements tends to be rather large at the sample sizes used in the previous literature, a fact which has not been appreciated to my knowledge. This can be seen in \figref{xbavg regression}; the large errors in the measurements of \citet{grant_newtonian_1965} are particularly noticeable\footnote{Neither \citet{kusui_liquid_1969} or \citet{arai_break-up_1985} report measurement precision. These were estimated as \SI{1}{\centi\meter} and \SI{0.2}{\centi\meter}, respectively. Also, note that the $R^2$ value in the corner of \figref{xbavg regression} differs from that of \tabref{full-example-table} because the table only uses the latter 3 data sources, neglecting the noisier photographic measurements of \citet{chen_disintegration_1964,grant_newtonian_1965}. This was necessary to obtain a clear turbulence intensity exponent in the regression procedure. The large error washed out any turbulence intensity effects.}. It is likely that if the uncertainty were quantified in some of the earlier photographic breakup length measurements, the researchers would have conducted more trials to reduce the statistical error in their measurements. Electrical conductivity measurements are preferred, though in principle photographic measurements can have small statistical errors at larger sample sizes.

\mixsection{Omitted and qualitative independent variables}
\label{sec:omitted}

\input{/home/ben/svn/waterjets/scripts/validation-problems/example_table_all.tex}

\input{/home/ben/svn/waterjets/scripts/validation-problems/example_table_confounded.tex}

%borodin_atomization_1968's comments on Bogdanovich's equation (p. 170): > Due to the absence of data about the pulsational velocity in the injector channel use of the author's proposed formula for calculation of the diameter of the drop is very difficult.

%WON'T: Gina Magnotti said that Tu is neglected because it's easier to focus on "measurable" quantities.

If a model does not include an important variable, it is intuitive that the model may perform poorly. The model may match its calibration data well, but be severely inaccurate in other situations where the neglected variable differs substantially from the values it took in the calibration data.

Unfortunately, this is often the case in turbulent jet breakup for an entire class of variables: turbulence quantities. It is uncontroversial that some measure of the ``strength'' of turbulence is a major factor in turbulent jet breakup, with the breakup being more severe for ``stronger'' turbulence~\cites[p.~14]{mccarthy_review_1974}[p.~512]{birouk_liquid_2009}[p.~72L]{lefebvre_atomization_2017}. The most natural measure of the strength of turbulence is the turbulence intensity, $\Tu$\footnote{Many researchers believe that the Reynolds number ($\Relo \equiv \Ubar_0 d_0 / \nul$) is the most natural measure of the strength of turbulence. The Reynolds number absolutely is a factor in turbulence, however, it will be shown later in this paper that in the second wind-induced regime, the breakup length is nearly insensitive to the Reynolds number.}. \ifdiss{}\else{To define the turbulence intensity first the the RMS velocity fluctuation $u^\prime \equiv \sqrt{\savg{u^2}}$ must be defined. In the definition of $u^\prime$, $u$ is the velocity fluctuation, defined as $u \equiv U - \savg{U}$ where $\savg{U}$ is the time or ensemble average of the velocity. If the reader is familiar with statistics, the turbulent RMS velocity is simply the standard deviation of a particular velocity component. The larger the RMS velocity, the larger the fluctuations. This quantity can be defined in other directions, e.g., the radial RMS velocity $v^\prime$ is believed to be particularly important in turbulent jet breakup as the radial fluctuations can directly cause breakup. Often it is convenient to measure the strength of fluctuations in all directions. In this case one can use the turbulent kinetic energy, $k \equiv \tfrac{1}{2} (u^{\prime} + v^{\prime} + w^{\prime})$, which considers fluctuations in each direction. The turbulence intensity is a non-dimensional version of the RMS velocity: $\Tu \equiv u^\prime/\savg{U}$. In this work, I'll use the notation $\Tubar_0$ to refer to a turbulence intensity defined using a plane-averaged turbulent kinetic energy: $\Tubar_0 \equiv {(2 \kbar_0 / 3)}^{1/2}/(3 \Ubar_0)$. While this choice may seem peculiar, it is chosen because it is believed to capture the first-order effects of the strength of turbulence while ignoring the effects of inhomogeneity in the radial direction and anisotropy.}\fi{}

A more recent regression analysis by this author~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018} suggested more precise sensitivities to the turbulence intensity for the breakup length, $\xbavg$, and spray angle, $\thetai$. The previous study of \citet{kusui_liquid_1969} also showed a clear turbulence intensity effect on the transition to the atomization regime. Most QoIs show a turbulence intensity dependence in turbulent jet breakup to my knowledge.

The turbulence intensity is not typically constant. Measurements of the turbulence intensity in large-scale air models of nozzles varied between roughly 4\% and 11\% for nozzles similar to diesel nozzles~\cite[fig.~4]{lebedev_issue_2019} and roughly 4\% and 13\% for sudden and smooth contraction nozzles with orifice lengths of $L_0/d_0 = 4$~\cite{kent_nozzle_1983}. These measurements neglected cavitation, which presumably could increase the turbulence level further. In applications where particularly stable jets are desired, low turbulence intensities on the order of 1\% are expected.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of previous liquid jet experiments did not characterize turbulence quantities. This was observed as early as the \citeyear{lapple_atomization_1967} survey of \citet[pp.~9--10]{lapple_atomization_1967} and unfortunately the situation has not changed since then. In \citeyear{osta_nozzle-geometry_2010}, \citet[p.~945]{osta_nozzle-geometry_2010} note that turbulence quantities are still neglected in experiments, despite their importance. The neglect of turbulence quantities is understandable as turbulence measurements in free surface flows are difficult~\cite[p.~345]{gorokhovski_modeling_2008}\ifdiss, as will be elaborated in \secref{tu}\fi{}. With that being said, there have been several turbulent jet breakup studies which varied the turbulence intensity, often by avoiding the need for measurement of the turbulence level in a free surface flow. The \citeyear{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948} study of \citet{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948} used large-scale air models of nozzles to get credible estimates of the turbulence intensity at the nozzle outlet. In \citeyear{skrebkov_turbulentnyye_1963}, \citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966} used long pipes of varying roughness to control the turbulence intensity relatively precisely with a known relationship between the turbulence intensity in fully developed pipe flow and the friction factor. The first theoretical study to consider the turbulence intensity was made by \citet{natanzon_atomization_2018} in \citeyear{natanzon_o_1938}. Unfortunately these studies are little known, likely because they were originally written in Russian.

\ifdiss{}\else{The neglect of turbulence intensity was examined in a review of dimensional analysis of turbulent jet breakup in my dissertation~\cite{trettel_modeling_2019}. Only 20\% of the 45 studies considered the RMS velocity (and by extension, the turbulence intensity) in their dimensional analyses. A further 20\% considered nozzle geometry as a factor, which could be considered a proxy for turbulence intensity (though not a good one; see the next section on confounding). As adding a variable is easy in dimensional analysis, this indicates that turbulence intensity effects are understudied in turbulent jet breakup in general.}\fi

% lapple_atomization_1967 p. 9:
% > Some of the discrepancy can be attributed to the following: (1) many investigations covered only a narrow range of a variable, and hence had limited precision in assessing variations due to that variable; (2) **some investigators did not actually investigate a variable but introduced it in the correlation for either rational or arbitrary reasons**. The large discrepancies found with simple hydraulic nozzles suggest that turbulence, which is never reported or controlled directly, may be an important factor.
% Emphasis is my own.
% gorokhovski_modeling_2008 p. 345:
% > For a high-speed liquid jet atomized in still air, the list of relevant parameters also includes the level of turbulence and the cavitation number in the injection hole: $\frac{l_{tr}}{D_l}$, $\sqrt{k_{tur}}{u_l}$, and $CN = \frac{1/2 \rhol u_l^2}{p_g - p_vap}$, where $l_{tur}$ and $k_{tur}$ define the turbulent scale of the length and the velocity within the nozzle, respectively; $p_g$ s the stagnant air pressure; and $p_{vap}$ is the saturation vapor pressure at the given temperature. Evaluating the influence of all these parameters in different regimes of breakup, and in realistic operating conditions (high velocities and pressures, strongly nonhomogeneous dense three-dimensional gas-liquid medium), is a difficult task for experimentalists.
% osta_nozzle-geometry_2010 p. 945:
% > Finally, measuring turbulence level inside the liquid jet at the nozzle exit is very important to understand the effect of the injector geometry on the turbulent primary breakup mechanism. Measuring the turbulent kinetic energy at the nozzle exit location is needed to provide a better understanding of the role of turbulence in fuel atomization processes.

The neglect of turbulence quantities presents major issues from a modeling perspective. The data can not be compared fairly against models because the turbulence intensity is now a free parameter. Its precise value is unknown, and it is frequently estimated at precisely where it needs to be to make the model work regardless of whether that value is credible. One example of this problem is breakup length model of \citet{lafrance_breakup_1977}, which uses an implausibly low value for the turbulence intensity (0.8\% for fully developed smooth pipe flow, vs. about 5\% in reality, depending on the Reynolds number) because that's what matches the data best. If a realistic value of the turbulence intensity were used, the model would not produce a realistic breakup length. The model is miscalibrated. Another example is the breakup length model of \citet{ervine_pressure_1997}\ifdiss which uses data from \citet{miesse_correlation_1955}\footnote{\citet{ervine_pressure_1997} claim the data comes from \citet{baron_atomization_1949}, but this is not true as \citeauthor{baron_atomization_1949} contains no experimental data. \citet[p.~1698L]{miesse_correlation_1955} used the correlation form of \citeauthor{baron_atomization_1949} with their own data. It appears that \citeauthor{ervine_pressure_1997} mistakenly believed the data was due to \citeauthor{baron_atomization_1949}.} with\else{which uses}\fi{} an arbitrarily chosen turbulence intensity value of 3\%, which, of course, fits the data very nicely. There is no reason to believe that choice is appropriate and possibly the model suffers from the same problem as \citeauthor{lafrance_breakup_1977}'s model.

The work of \citet{wu_liquid_1992} also relies on estimates of the turbulence intensity implicitly as the turbulence intensity was assumed roughly constant. This hides the problem in empirically determined coefficients, which ultimately are functions of the turbulence intensity. By treating these coefficients are constants, the model assumes that the turbulence intensity is constant, limiting its ability to generalize. Being based on the work of \citet{wu_liquid_1992}, the recent model of \citet{magnotti_modeling_2017} itself neglects the turbulence intensity, despite \citeauthor{magnotti_detailed_2017}'s criticism of the KH-RT model for not considering turbulence effects~\cite[p.~34L]{magnotti_detailed_2017}.
% Worse from a modeling perspective is developing models which do not even take important variables into account at all, like the previously mentioned KH-RT model. The model coefficients will vary with turbulence intensity in unknown ways, and as detailed, they can vary by more than an order of magnitude. And d

It's not even necessary to quantify a variable (even implicitly as in the coefficient case) to ``prove'' the validity of a model. \citet[p.~655]{bergwerk_flow_1959} rejects the idea that turbulence can cause breakup because ``turbulent velocity components [...] are hardly likely to be of sufficient magnitude'' to cause breakup. However, \citeauthor{bergwerk_flow_1959} did not quantify the magnitude of the turbulent velocity components or the velocity magnitude needed to cause breakup, making their argument simply an assertion.

Admittedly, the inverse problem of determining a model input from the outputs can often be perfectly valid. But it relies entirely on the model being validated with known values of the inputs. If the model was not validated with known values of the inputs, avoiding the issues mentioned in the previous paragraph, then there is little reason to be confident in the inversion. I don't believe that current models have been validated due to the issues mentioned in this \ifdiss{chapter}\else{paper}\fi{}. And even if a model passed a series of good validation tests for turbulent jet breakup, I am not convinced that any present models (including the model I develop in \cdrsvref) are sufficiently trustworthy to be used for inverse modeling purposes. The parameter space explored by existing data is too small; I'd need to be confident outside of the ranges of the source data. If an inverse problem can be avoided entirely (through measurement, pre-existing data, etc.), avoiding inversion is obviously much preferred. In this work I intentionally only select data where this inverse problem can be avoided entirely.
% The sanity checks mentioned in the previous paragraph must be passed!

Estimating the turbulent kinetic energy with a model seems prudent if measurement is difficult. Unfortunately, the popular nozzle turbulence model developed by \citet{huh_diesel_1998} as part of a larger spray model is in severe error when compared against experiment data, as I detailed in a previous paper~\cite{trettel_estimating_2018}. For typical nozzle lengths ($L_0/d_0 \approx 4$), \citeauthor{huh_diesel_1998}'s model predicts turbulent kinetic energies which are more than an order of magnitude too high. Despite this severe error, the combined nozzle-spray model was successfully validated for predicting spray angles. This suggests either that the turbulence level of the jet is unimportant, which seems unlikely and contradicts the claims of \citeauthor{huh_diesel_1998}, or it suggests that the spray model is mis-calibrated due to the poor estimates of the turbulence level. This type of problem (integration tests being insufficient) will be discussed later in this \ifdiss{chapter}\else{paper}\fi{}.
% WON'T: Discuss how it is possible to know the turbulence level with some confidence for the Reitz and Arai papers Huh et al. cite.

Qualitative trends are also not sufficient. There are many studies which compare jets with presumably ``low'' turbulence intensity produced by smooth and short nozzles against against jets of presumably ``high'' turbulence intensity produced by jets from longer nozzles\footnote{An additional common problem with these studies is confounding between the velocity profile and turbulence intensity, which will be discussed \ifdiss{in \secref{confounding}}\else{in a later section of this paper}\fi{}.}. These studies can be used for only qualitative validation of models at best. For example, \citet[p.~1741L]{reitz_mechanism_1982} reject the idea that turbulence alone could be responsible for jet breakup in a high density environment because the trend of a particular model coefficient as the nozzle length increases (presumably increasing the turbulence intensity) is the opposite of expectations if turbulence contributed to breakup\ifdiss\footnote{This also commits the fallacy of assuming that the model is true such that the model coefficients are meaningful. It would be better to instead plot the quantity of interest (not the model coefficient) as a function of nozzle length if one is going to use nozzle length as a proxy for turbulence intensity.}\fi{}. A more recent example is the study of \citet{osta_study_2012}, which examined injectors of nozzle aspect ratios $L_0/d_0 = 10$ and $L_0/d_0 = 40$ as a proxy for turbulence level. \citeauthor{osta_study_2012} conclude that the longer nozzle has a faster rate of breakup, but different models can predict that without getting the precise sensitivity to turbulence intensity correct because the nozzle length also changes the velocity profile, as will be discussed in the next section. Because qualitative trends are so easy to match, they are not sufficient for validation.
% WON'T: Add more examples and descriptions of them?

The conclusion from the examples over the last page is that if a variable is not \textit{empirically} quantified, it can be used to ``validate'' essentially any model or ``confirm'' any hypothesis.
% TODO: Change "over the last page" to something more appropriate for the dissertation.

From an experimental perspective, neglecting important variables also means that an experiment could be less reproducible. A later experimenter could try to reproduce the experiment but be unable to, and have no way to verify that their setup is producing the same jets. Aside from fully developed pipe flows, the turbulence intensity at the outlet of an internal flow component is a function of the inlet turbulence intensity. Consequently, even using the same nozzles and same upstream pipework may not be sufficient for reproducibility. The inflows to the test system must also be standardized.

Given that fully developed turbulent pipe flows have a universal and well-understood state, they make an excellent basis for experimentation. ``Pipe'' nozzles are the de facto standard nozzle for basic turbulent jet breakup research. The friction factor $f$ of a long pipe is strongly correlated with the averaged turbulence intensity $\Tubar_0$ of the flow\ifdiss{ as will be discussed later in this chapter}}\else{~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018}\fi{}:
\begin{equation}%
   \Tubar_\text{FD} = 0.3655 f^{0.4587}. \label{eqn:tu-regression}
\end{equation}
See \figref{f-vs-Tu}. Consequently, the turbulence intensity of any pipe nozzle can be estimated. The data compilation I made was restricted solely to pipe nozzles for this reason. Even if the researchers did not measure the turbulence intensity, it can still be credibly estimated if they used a pipe nozzle.

For smooth pipes with turbulent flows, the friction factor is a relatively weak function of the Reynolds number. The previously mentioned study by \citet{skrebkov_turbulent_1966} used pipes of varying roughness to change the turbulence intensity independent of the Reynolds number. Unfortunately, as can be seen in \tabref{breakdown}, only \num{3} studies I am aware of used rough pipes~\cite{skrebkov_turbulent_1966,kusui_liquid_1969,kim_investigation_1983}, so there is very little data with appreciable variation in turbulence intensity.

With this being said, pipe nozzles are not a panacea; they are a poor choice for studying low turbulence intensity scenarios as a smooth pipe has a turbulence intensity of roughly 5\%, while some nozzles designed to produce highly stable jets may have turbulence intensities below 1\%. Care must also be taken to have a smooth outlet to separate the effects of imperfections in the orifice and turbulence intensity~\cites[p.~1162]{rouse_experimental_1952}[p.~179]{chen_disintegration_1964}[p.~6]{phinney_stability_1970}.

When the turbulence intensity can be taken into account, the accuracy of a turbulent jet breakup model is improved. The results of regression analysis of breakup length data under various conditions is shown in \tabref{full-example-table}. The regression equation
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = C_\text{b} \Tubarexp{C_\Tu} \Welo^{C_\We} \Relo^{C_\Re}
\end{equation}
is fitted to 145 data points from 5 different studies, as shown in \figref{xbavg regression}. These studies all used long pipes which produce fully developed turbulent flow as their nozzles. The data has been limited to the second wind-induced regime where a power law for breakup length has been shown to hold. The study of \citet{kusui_liquid_1969} had varying roughness which allows the turbulence intensity to vary from about 5\% for a smooth pipe to about 13\% for a very rough pipe as can be seen in \figref{Re-Tu confounding}\footnote{Unfortunately \citet{kusui_liquid_1969} had a moderate length smooth section after their rough pipe, which complicated the estimation of the turbulence intensity. The turbulence intensity was estimated as if the length of the short section was zero. This selection was found to be most consistent with breakup length data from non-pipe nozzles. This issue is discussed in \ifdiss{\chapref{cdrsv}}\else{a previous paper~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018}}\fi{}. New experiments without this issue are needed.}. This variation in turbulence intensity is much wider than is typical and provides a strong challenge to turbulent jet breakup models.

The columns of \tabref{full-example-table} indicate which of the 3 variables ($\Welo$, $\Relo$, and $\Tubar_0$) are considered. The left column lists the exponents of the regression equation. The bottom row is $R^2$, a simple measure of how well the model matches the data\footnote{In the introduction, I had recommended examining how frequently the model estimates are within the error bounds of the data instead. $R^2$ implicitly assumes that the data has no uncertainty, and is chosen here for simplicity.}. Higher $R^2$ values indicate a better fit, with \num{1} being the maximum. Comparing the $\Welo$ and $\Welo$, $\Tubar_0$ cases shows that including the turbulence intensity in the model does appreciably improve the accuracy, increasing $R^2$ from \num{0.877} to \num{0.979}. Adding $\Relo$ only offers a marginal improvement with an $R^2$ value of \num{0.980}, indicating that the turbulence intensity is indeed more important than the Reynolds number in the second wind-induced regime. As will be discussed in the next section, this apparent (small) Reynolds number effect may actually be a turbulence intensity effect due to confounding.

\mixsection{Confounding and spurious correlation}
\label{sec:confounding}

% Examples of confounded experiments:
% mccarthy
% Mention studies listed under "Reynolds number only studies:" in turbulence notes.

% For smooth tubes, there is no way to distinguish between the effects of turbulence intensity and Reynolds number as the turbulence intensity is solely determined by the Reynolds number for a smooth tube. Consequently, experiments using rough tubes are required for the turbulence intensity and Reynolds number to not be confounded.

% WON'T: Discuss integral scale and d_0 confounding more in paper. Mention how Magnotti's study does not actually debunk the droplet size integral scale scaling assumption.

% WON'T: Mention Kerstein as being confused due to confounding.

% WON'T: piepel_comment_2013 p. 288 test

Confounding between variables occurs when an experimenter can not differentiate between the effects of changing one variable and the effects of changing another. If two independent variables are changed at once, it is impossible to know the relative contributions each independent variable to the change seen in the dependent variable. Any change seen could have been due to one variable, the other, or both. The vast majority of previous turbulent jet breakup experiments considered in this work suffered from confounding between variables, making data analysis ambiguous unless steps are taken to avoid the confounding. Unfortunately, that was done infrequently for the confounding between $\Welo$ and $\Relo$, rarely for the confounding between $\Relo$ and $\Tubar_0$, and rarely for the confounding between the velocity profile and $\Tubar_0$. The difficulty of distinguishing between $\Welo$ and $\Relo$ effects in jet breakup experiments was first noted by \citet[p.~2]{asset_hydraulic_1951} in \citeyear{asset_hydraulic_1951}, later independently noted by \citet{dodu_influence_1959,dodu_similitude_1960} in \citeyear{dodu_influence_1959}, but appears to have received little attention since.

The most obvious example of confounding in turbulent jet breakup is between the Reynolds number $\Relo \equiv \Ubar_0 d_0 / \nul$ and the Weber number $\Welo \equiv \rhol \Ubar_0^2 d_0 / \sigma$. For most experiments, the researcher runs a series of tests with a particular nozzle and fluid, varying only the pressure. This, in turn, varies the bulk velocity of the jet, $\Ubar_0$. Changing only the bulk velocity of the jet changes both the Weber and Reynolds numbers simultaneously. See \figref{We-Re confounding}; the apparent lines come from different experimental trials using the same nozzle and fluid.\footnote{The earliest example of a $\Welo$-$\Relo$ plot that I am aware of is due to \citet[p.~500, fig.~4]{dodu_influence_1959} in \citeyear{dodu_influence_1959}.}

Again, if two variables are changed simultaneously, it's impossible to attribute the effects seen to either variable unambiguously. Perhaps the jet is insensitive to changes in the Reynolds number as long as the Reynolds number is high enough to establish turbulent flow\footnote{For convenience, when I write ``independent of $\Relo$'', I mean ``independent of $\Relo$ provided it is high enough that the hydrodynamic flow regime is turbulent''.}. Then, all of the changes seen would be due solely to the Weber number changes. However, that can not be determined from a single nozzle with a single fluid. One must use different nozzle diameters and/or fluids to break the correlation between $\Welo$ and $\Relo$. This is what I did by compiling data from many different diameter nozzles and fluids, as can be seen in \figref{We-Re confounding}. Breaking the confounding requires varying the nozzle diameter and the fluid (to change the viscosity and/or surface tension).

Less obvious is the confounding between $\Relo$ and $\Tubar_0$. For a particular nozzle geometry and surface roughness, the Reynolds number at the nozzle outlet determines the turbulence intensity at the nozzle outlet. The relationship between the two is not universal~\cite{lebedev_issue_2019}, but is known for long pipe nozzles, as discussed previously. This confounding can be seen in \figref{Re-Tu confounding}. The confounding between the velocity profile and $\Tubar_0$ was also discussed in \breakupcauseslowatmdensityref.

Confounding is often caused by nondimensionalization, as it is in the $\Welo$ and $\Relo$ case. Dimensionless variables frequently have common dimensional variables. Even if all of the dimensional variables were uncorrelated, there may now exist a correlation between the dimensionless variables. A subset of this issue has been discussed extensively in the dimensional analysis literature as ``spurious correlation''~\cite{meroney_spurious_1998}. However, spurious correlation is only a consequence of a particular type of confounding. In spurious correlation, the dependent (output) dimensionless variables contain dimensional variables in common with the independent (input, not statistically independent) dimensionless variables. In contrast, confounding is more general, and applies between independent variables.
%For example, in jet breakup the dimensionless breakup length $\xbavg/d_0$ (a dependent variable) does have $d_0$ in common with the Weber number $\Welo \equiv \rhol \Ubar_0^2 d_0 / \sigma$. That is an example of confounding which could cause spurious correlation. The Reynolds number $\Relo \equiv \Ubar_0 d_0 / \nul$ also has $\Ubar_0$ in common with $\Tubar_0 \equiv 2 \kbar_0 / (3 \Ubar_0^2)$ and I would also expect these independent variables to be possibly correlated for that reason.

%While spurious correlation is likely an issue in turbulent jet breakup, I'll be ignoring it in this work as I don't believe it's as important as the problems with the independent dimensionless variables.

Estimates of the correlation between variables with common terms can be computed assuming that the dimensional variables are uncorrelated~\cite{meroney_spurious_1998}. The correlation between dimensionless variables often should be considered when quantifying uncertainty, as typical approaches assume that all variables are uncorrelated\footnote{Note that even if the dimensional variable in common between two dimensionless terms were held constant experimentally, the errors would still be correlated.}.

% DONE: Multiple things change with L_0/d_0:
% 1. velocity profile/BL thickness change
% 2. turbulence transition
% 3. TKE/Reynolds stress change
% 4. swirl decay
% 5. flow separation and reattachment
To be clear, the confounding seen in turbulent jet breakup is not necessarily caused by nondimensionalization. For example, while the dimensionless velocity profile and turbulence intensity both have the average velocity $\Ubar_0$ in common, confounding can still occur in cases where $\Ubar_0$ is held constant, as it roughly is in many experiments. The confounding is actually an artifact of how many experiments are conducted. Multiple variables change as the nozzle aspect ratio $L_0/d_0$ is changed, where $L_0$ is the nozzle orifice length \begin{enumerate*}[1.,before=\unskip{: },itemjoin={{; }},itemjoin*={{; and }}]
   \item the velocity profile changes (and consequently, the boundary layer thickness increases)
   \item the flow can transition from laminar to turbulent
   \item the turbulent kinetic energy typically increases (as would the magnitude of the Reynolds shear stress)
   \item swirl decays
   \item the flow could have separated at the nozzle inlet but reattach further downstream.
\end{enumerate*}
Consequently, if one uses $L_0/d_0$ as a proxy for any of the 5 mentioned effects, one can not distinguish between these effects. A similar problem causes confounding between the turbulence intensity $\Tubar_0$ and Reynolds number $\Relo$, as for smooth pipe nozzles the turbulence intensity is only a function of the Reynolds number. If one variable is a function of the other only, then regardless of the composition of those variables (i.e., into dimensional terms), they will be highly correlated. The type of confounding caused specifically by nondimensionalization is, however, the cause of confounding between $\Welo$ and $\Relo$.

\ifdiss{
\input{/home/ben/svn/waterjets/pubs/validation-problems/confounding-plots.tex}
}
\fi{}

\mixsubsection{Avoiding confounding}

Confounding in general is best avoided by covering the relevant parameter spaces relatively completely. This could be accomplished through factorial experimental designs. Factorial experiments appear to be rare in turbulent jet breakup; I am aware of only the studies of \citet{ruiz_effects_1987,ruiz_design_1990,ruiz_parametric_1991}. The experimenter is also required to not miss any important variables. Non-experimentalists are limited by existing experiments in this regard. For turbulent jet breakup, existing data can avoid confounding only for the breakup length, because the parameter spaces are widely sampled enough in that case. To detect confounding, check parameter space plots (e.g., \figsref{We-Re confounding}{Re-Tu confounding}) for correlations between different variables. If these are seen, then cover the parameter space more comprehensively by changing the experimental conditions or looking for new data in different parts of the parameter space. As previously mentioned for the $\Welo$ and $\Relo$ case, this may require changing the nozzle diameter and fluid.

\mixsubsection{Consequences of confounding}

The potential consequences of confounding can be seen in \tabsref{full-example-table}{confounded-example-table}. These tables show the results of regression analyses of breakup length data under various conditions. As previously discussed, \tabref{full-example-table} shows the effect of using different variables in a regression analysis. \Tabref{confounded-example-table} shows the effect of using different variables in a regression analysis \textit{of confounded data}. Due to the confounding between $\Welo$ and $\Relo$, and also $\Relo$ and $\Tubar_0$, is is impossible to say whether the observed trends are due to changes in any of those three variables in the confounded case. Indeed, the $R^2$ values for all four conditions considered are essentially \num{1} in this case. Confounding between the Reynolds number and turbulence intensity occurs in most turbulent jet breakup experiments. And confounding between the Weber and Reynolds numbers is not uncommon either. As can be seen in \figref{We-Re confounding}, only \num{2} experimental studies (\citet{grant_newtonian_1966,kusui_liquid_1969}) out of \num{5} considered avoided confounding by using different nozzle diameters and/or fluids to cover the parameter space more widely. Compiling data in this case helped avoid confounding, but just adding data is not a solution to confounding. The data must avoid a correlation between the two variables of interest to avoid confounding.

Confounding may help explain why so many regressions in turbulent jet breakup seem to be contradictory\footnote{The contradictions likely can be partly explained by differences in regimes as well.}. For the breakup length, many different functional dependencies have been used. A small sample can give the reader an idea of the variety. \citet[p.~1698]{miesse_correlation_1955} proposed
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = 538 \Welo^{0.5} \Relo^{-0.625}.
\end{equation}
%\citet[p.~184]{chen_disintegration_1964} suggested
%\begin{equation}%
   %\frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = 1.15 \Welo^{0.5} + 30.
%\end{equation}
\citet[p.~184]{grant_newtonian_1966} suggested
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = 8.51 \Welo^{0.32}.
\end{equation}
\citet[p.~2917L]{wu_onset_1995} suggested a similar form using a data compilation including data from \citeauthor{grant_newtonian_1966}. \citet[p.~A6-82]{shavlovsky_hydrodynamics_1972} offered
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = A - \num{68e-6} \Relo,
\end{equation}
where $A \approx$ \numrange{85}{112}. Finally, \citet[p.~87R]{de_jarlais_hydrodynamic_1986} obtained the best fit equation
\begin{equation}%
   \frac{\xbavg}{d_0} = 480 \Welo^{0.5} \Relo^{-0.53}.
\end{equation}
Some researchers try both Weber and Reynolds numbers, while some prefer just one of either. It is possible that each of these expressions does in fact fit the source data well, but confounding makes the precise functional dependency more difficult to identify. Considering confounding, the data most closely matches the general form first proposed by \citet{grant_newtonian_1966}, albeit with a turbulence intensity modification.

% DONE: Discuss contradictory regressions:
% miesse_correlation_1955 p. 1698
% chen_disintegration_1964 
% grant_newtonian_1966 p. 675R
% tsyapko_some_1968
% kusui_liquid_1969 p. 1067L (only for atomization regime? no velocity dependence)
% phinney_stability_1970 p. 16
% shavlovsky_hydrodynamics_1972
% phinney_breakup_1975 p. 998
% de-jarlais_hydrodynamic_1986 p. 87R, eqn. 9
% wu_onset_1995 p. 2917L
% trettel_conditional_2018 p. 7

The data presented here does not clearly eliminate a Reynolds number dependence, rather, it merely shows that any Reynolds number dependence on the breakup length in the second wind-induced regime is weak. If I assume that the experimental data has no uncertainty and neglect the (presumably small) effects of confounding, then using the standard error for the coefficient in the case where all three variables are considered (\tabref{full-example-table}) I find that $C_{\Relo} = 0.01377 \pm 0.0003$ (95\% interval). This does not overlap with zero, though it might if the uncertainty in the experimental data is considered. Future work will examine if there still is some confounding between $\Relo$ and $\Tubar_0$ which might make $C_{\Relo}$ statistically indistinguishable from zero.

%\mixsection{Indirect validation}
\mixsection{Integration tests are not sufficient}

%Related: indirect vs. direct comparisons
%Direct is more important, but both are necessary.

%Bob Moser's pyramid is related.
   %See oberkampf_what_2001 fig. 3 for the same idea.

%Andrew Trettel used the phrase "modeling layer".

%mediator (kelson_confounders_2014)

Another common problem is the use of easily measured quantities which include droplet breakup (secondary breakup), droplet coalescence, and droplet transport to ``validate'' models which only predict primary\footnote{``Primary'' breakup and ``jet'' breakup are identical.} breakup quantities like the droplet diameter at formation. For simplicity I'll call measurements which include secondary breakup, droplet coalescence, and droplet transport ``far-field'' measurements. \citet[p.~132L]{kastengren_measurements_2017} rightfully note that ``simply comparing modeled to measured droplet size in the far-field is insufficient to validate the physical breakup model; data in the ``near-field'' are needed, since this is the region in which primary breakup actually occurs.'' \citet[p.~34L]{magnotti_detailed_2017} have also expressed skepticism about the usefulness of far-field measurements.

Converting between near-field and far-field quantities now requires additional droplet breakup, coalescence, and transport models. As such, this attempt at validation does not test the primary breakup model directly. Now a validation failure could mean a failure of either the droplet breakup model, the droplet coalescence model, the droplet transport model, the primary breakup model, or any combination of the four. The result is ambiguous, making the models difficult to falsify. And a validation success does not necessarily mean that the primary breakup model is correct, as the droplet breakup and coalescence models could hypothetically compensate for problems in the primary breakup model in a way which makes each model wrong when taken in isolation. This possibility becomes much more likely when one considers that these models are usually tuned to the data.

For this reason, it is strongly preferred to validate each model individually (like a ``unit test'') in addition to the ``integration test'' for all of the submodels in combination. In software testing, a unit test tests a specific part of a software. An integration test tests the combination of the parts of the software. The same terminology can be applied to testing models in isolation vs.\ testing the larger collection of models. Similar terminology has been adopted in model validation previously~\cite[pp.~37L-38R]{oberkampf_what_2001}.

In the droplet diameter measurement case there is one additional subtlety that is often missed in the literature. It is not \textit{strictly} correct to merely compare predictions of primary breakup droplet diameters to droplet measurements in the near-field, that is, droplet measurements at a particular location. One must measure only droplets which were just formed from the jet, that is, droplets formed through primary breakup without any other influences. I'll call these ``just-formed'' droplets for brevity. The measurements of the Faeth group (e.g.~\citet{wu_primary_1992,wu_effects_1995,wu_aerodynamic_1993}) are the only which I am aware of for just-formed droplets. These measurements are more difficult and limited than either near-field or far-field measurements, as they require analyzing many photographs of the breakup process to select only just-formed droplets. Photography is unfortunately limited in the near-field due to the density of the spray in many situations. Fortunately, new DNS data analysis techniques are being developed to obtain size distributions for just-formed droplets~\cite{rubel_physics_2018}, however, this processed DNS data is not available as of this writing.

It is possible that the distribution of near-field droplets is similar to the distribution of just-formed droplets. If true, this would greatly simplify experimentation while maintaining rigor. To my knowledge, this hypothesis has yet to be validated. The easiest way to test the hypothesis would be to measure droplet diameters in the near-field in a case directly comparable to data collected by the Faeth group.

%If no data were available for primary breakup in isolation, using far-field measurements is justifiable. Indeed, in 1938, this is precisely what \citet[pp.~31--40]{natanzon_atomization_2018} did. In an earlier paper, \citet[pp.~7--18]{natanzon_atomization_2018} developed a turbulent jet breakup droplet size model. That model applied only for primary atomization, so \citeauthor{natanzon_atomization_2018} developed a droplet coalescence model to use in combination with their primary breakup model.

Several sources of data were neglected in my data compilation because only far-field quantities were measured. Of the \num{7} pipe jet studies with droplet diameter measurements, only \num{2} had droplets in the near-field. Both were measurements of just-formed droplets. The non-pipe data of \citet{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948,dumouchel_role_2005} includes turbulent kinetic energy at the nozzle exit, however, the droplet diameter measurements are in the far-field, making these data sources less attractive for validation.

The insufficiency of integration tests also was previously mentioned in the case of the combined nozzle turbulence and jet breakup models of \citet{huh_diesel_1998}. The nozzle turbulence model is in severe error, making one of the inputs of the spray model far off where it should be, likely making the model poorly calibrated for the true turbulence intensity despite the apparent validation of the model.

%To quote the statistician John Tukey\footnote{\url{https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/John_Tukey}}, it is ``Far better an approximate answer to the \textit{right} question, which is often vague, than an \textit{exact} answer to the wrong question, which can always be made precise.''

\mixsection{Other common model validation problems}

\mixsubsection{Apples-to-oranges comparisons}
% incommensurate in value (e.g., nozzle exit properties) and kind (primary vs. not)

%Can be in both independent and dependent variables.

%E.g., consider a primary atomization model for droplet size. Comparing against data for droplet size at a particular location regardless of origin is incorrect. Primary atomization refers only to droplets which were formed from the jet core. (Dependent variables.)

%E.g. Comparing a model with no nozzle specific parameters against data from multiple different nozzles. This is only valid if certain behavior is universal, and it's known to not be in most cases. (Independent variables.)

Strictly speaking, it is incorrect to naively combine data from nozzles of different geometries, but this is still frequently done in liquid jet breakup research. If not all the important variables are quantified, to properly combine data a researcher needs to be confident that the variables which are not quantified do not vary much, and as such can not have a major influence on the results. This is difficult to do in atomization research in general. Assuming that one has the turbulence intensity, for example, that is not sufficient to fully characterize the turbulence. One would need at the very least some measure of the integral scales. However, integral scale measurements are even more rare than turbulence intensity measurements. Consequently, when compiling data, for the moment it would be useful to know that the integral scales are roughly fixed and consequently will not be affecting the results appreciably. This may be true for pipe jets and is another reason to prefer pipes as nozzles. \ifdiss{Later in this dissertation I'll compare against data from non-pipe nozzles and found deviations.}\else{In an earlier paper~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018} I compared a regression against data from non-pipe nozzles and found deviations.}\fi{} The prime suspects for the error are of course variables which I have no estimates for, such as the integral scales.

To give some examples of this problem, consider the breakup length model of \citet{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001} in \citeyear{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}. The breakup length is plotted as a function of the square root of the density ratio $\sqrt{\rhol/\rhog}$ in \figref{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001_fig_2}. \citeauthor{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001} would have had to selected a Weber and Reynolds number for this plot based on their model (if not other variables like turbulence intensity not considered in the model). This selection was not discussed in the paper, and it seems unlikely that the Weber and Reynolds numbers match the experimental data cited (\citet{lee_photomicrographic_1933,hoyt_waves_1977}). Consequently, this appears to be an apples-to-oranges comparison. The problem is actually worse than it appears at first glance, as neither \citet{lee_photomicrographic_1933} or \citet{hoyt_waves_1977} report what is most commonly known as breakup length. Their studies are photographic and do not report enough photos to allow for estimation of the breakup length. \citeauthor{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}'s model computes the breakup length, but it is not being compared against the breakup length. And, finally, the fit between the model and data is not particularly good. Possibly \citeauthor{hoyt_waves_1977}'s single data point fits poorly due to the apples-to-oranges comparison. \citeauthor{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001} does not discuss this discrepancy, but characterizes the fit as ``satisfactory'', though the lack of uncertainty quantification makes how adequate the fit is difficult to determine.

This problem was not isolated to \citeauthor{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}'s model. Over a decade later in \citeyear{movaghar_numerical_2017}, \citet{movaghar_numerical_2017} used a very similar plot to validate their turbulent jet breakup model. See \figref{movaghar_numerical_2017_fig_7}. \citeauthor{movaghar_numerical_2017}'s model was calibrated on pipe nozzles, so it seems inappropriate for the model to match data from different nozzles without mention of changing the turbulence intensity, which is a factor in \citeauthor{movaghar_numerical_2017}'s model. This second example shows that these poor validation practices have been accepted as sufficient for the past 20 years in several well-regarded journals, \citefield{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001}{journaltitle} and the \citefield{movaghar_numerical_2017}{journaltitle}.

% Other issues:
% Removed Hoyt and Taylor's data in the latter.
% The equations should flatten out above \rhol/\rhog \approx 500 as it is well accepted that the atmospheric density does not matter much in that region.
% movaghar_numerical_2017 also computes the median and most-probable breakup lengths but not the average breakup length, which is what is typically measured photographically. I know that median \approx average here, but this is still odd. Mention that median \approx average and use Phinney and Yanaida's data to justify.

\mixsubsection{Validation against only a small amount of data when more is available}
% Can criticize ODT paper for this, Zhang Chinese trajectory paper, etc.
% Using very limited data sets when more data is available
% Andrew Trettel recommended calling this the "availability heuristic".

The examples from \citet{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001,movaghar_numerical_2017} demonstrate another common issue: Validation against a small amount of data. \citet{gorokhovski_stochastic_2001} compared against a total of \num{5} data points. For the density ratio effect, \citet{movaghar_numerical_2017} used only \num{4} of the previous data points. Fortunately, \citet{movaghar_numerical_2017} used the data compilation of \citet{wu_onset_1995} for validation of their breakup length model at low atmospheric densities (high $\rhol/\rhog$). Aside from the Faeth group, data compilation is rare.

As previously mentioned, turbulence intensity is frequently neglected. Comparison against data where the turbulence intensity varies over the range expected in practice is necessary to validate turbulent jet breakup models. Aside from my CDRSV model~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018}, \citeauthor{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}'s model~\cite{skrebkov_turbulent_1966}'s, and \citeauthor{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948}'s scaling model~\cite{bogdanovich_vliyaniye_1948}, I am not aware of comparison of a model against data with varying turbulence intensity\footnote{The regression model of \citet{dumouchel_role_2005} is worth mentioning at this point, but it is not a phenomenological model like the others mentioned.}.

More data, as long as it does not duplicate existing data or contribute to confounding, typically challenges a model. Jet breakup has been studied for over a century. While many of the early experimental studies are of poor quality by modern standards, studies from the 1950s through now are generally worth consideration. Validation is best done with as much data as possible to identify as many faults with a model as possible.

\mixsubsection{Not measuring the most typical quantity of interest}

% WON'T: Add more examples.

Considering only pipe jets, \num{4} studies were neglected because the QoIs were not measured at all~\cite{betchov_breakup_1955,rupe_dynamic_1962,mikatarian_experimental_1966,hoyt_pipe-exit_1980}. These studies tended to be old and were often qualitative (e.g.~\citet{hoyt_pipe-exit_1980} or focused on different QoIs than I do.

Considering non-pipe jets, another problem appeared. Some researchers used an alternative QoI which is analogous to but not the same as another common QoI. As an example, the DNS study of \citet[fig.~7]{salvador_analysis_2018} has a plot of axial mass concentration. It is reasonable to believe this is analogous to the breakup length, but the two are not directly comparable. There is no reason why the time-averaged or 50th percentile breakup length could not have been measured from the same DNS data that produced the axial mass concentration plot. %Similarly, \citet[fig.~6]{leboissetier_direct_2001} plot the contours of the liquid core, but do not report an actual breakup length.

These issues would be reduced by adoption of standard quantities of interest. In this \ifdiss{chapter}\else{paper}\fi{} I focus on the most commonly measured quantities of interest (see \figref{jet-nomenclature}), which I believe are physically meaningful and useful. %though arguably an alternative to each of the quantities of interest may be more meaningful or useful.

% DONE for now: Discuss the problem of DNS studies using proxies instead of the quantities of interest. The Nov. 18 APS talk on model order reduction of air blast atomization comes to mind. Rather than measure droplet size, they use a proxy which seems likely related to $D_{32}$ but ultimately not $D_{32}$. Get other examples.

\mixsection{Data presentation issues}

\mixsubsection{Ambiguous data}

% E.g., due to plotting in coordinates which do not allow Re, We, etc. to be found independently: kusui_liquid_1969 (regime data), branam_injection_2002

\num{2} studies were neglected due to the data being presented ambiguously~\cite{duffie_factors_1953,van_de_sande_air_1974}. For example, to my knowledge it is not possible to determine the Reynolds number, Weber number, etc.\ from the regime data presented by the study of \citet{kusui_liquid_1969}\footnote{Note that as I was able to obtain some data from \citet{kusui_liquid_1969}, this study was not included among the two neglected.}. This is because the data was only plotted in coordinates that did not allow the Reynolds number and Weber number to be determined independently.

This problem is likely to persist due to space considerations in journals. However, in the future it is strongly recommended to include tabulated raw data (in primitive variables, e.g., $\Ubar_0$, $d_0$, and $\nul$ rather than $\Relo$) in reports and dissertations. Posting raw data online is also highly recommended in addition. To increase the probability of the data being available in the future, both are recommended.

To identify whether something is ambiguous in the data, it is recommended that someone else reproduce some basic plots of the data given the tabulated or digitized version.

% WON'T: The paper seems to refer to a GOST standard on roughness. It might be possible to convert the GOST roughness to an equivalent sand-grain roughness and to a friction factor from there. But the study only examined breakup length, which already has a large amount of data.

On a related note, \num{2} studies were neglected from the data compilation because they presented curves for experimental data rather than data points~\cite{palmer_water_1962,malloggi_experimental_1986}. These studies were neglected because it is impossible to determine which precise points were tested from a curve.

\mixsubsection{Data neglected due to inconsistency with others}

A few data sources were neglected due to inconsistency with other data sources deemed reliable.

Breakup onset location ($\xiavg$) measurements from \citet{eisenklam_flow_1958,reitz_atomization_1978} were neglected because they were inconsistent with other measurements\footnote{Because the spray angle from \citet{reitz_atomization_1978} was used, this study does not count towards the count of inconsistent studies.}. Possibly this is due to the use of small sample sizes, making the error in the mean very large.

Breakup length measurements ($\xbavg$) from \citet[p.~595, fig.~4]{mansour_effect_1994} differed from others and were neglected. This may be due to a difference in how \citeauthor{mansour_effect_1994} defined the breakup length, as \citeauthor{mansour_effect_1994} used a definition based on the wavelength of disturbances~\cite[p.~594]{mansour_effect_1994}.

Breakup length measurements from \citet[p.~695, fig.~3]{phinney_breakup_1973} were found to be inconsistent with others and were neglected. However\ifdiss, as will be discussed in \secref{trajectory jet breakup model}\fi{}, the breakup length \textit{probability distribution} from \citet[p.~698, fig.~6]{phinney_breakup_1973} is consistent with other data. Only \citeauthor{phinney_breakup_1973}'s figure 3 appears to be in error. Private communication~\cite{phinney_notitle_2017} with the author and the fact that the author's other data is consistent with other researchers indicates this likely was a data reduction error limited solely to figure~3 which does not indicate unreliability of any of the author's other data. On this note, the definition of the stability parameter in \citet[p.~692, fig.~2]{phinney_breakup_1973} has a typographical error; the correct definition is given on page 690 in the text, verified by computing the stability parameter for data from \citet{chen_disintegration_1964} and comparing against the plot. Another potentially related problem is that the surface tension for fluid II appears to be much lower than seems possible for salt water. Fortunately fluid II was not used for fig.~6 of \citet[p.~698]{phinney_breakup_1973}, which may help explain why that plot appears consistent with other data but the other breakup length plot does not.

\mixsubsection{Foreign language}

\num{3} studies were neglected because they were written in a foreign language and did not appear to contain useful data~\cite{littaye_contribution_1942,baftalovsky_vliyaniye_1977,baftalovsky_o_1982}. While foreign language does not disqualify a study\footnote{I published English translations of Russian papers by \citet{natanzon_atomization_2018,lebedev_issue_2019}, so the language barrier is not impenetrable.}, if a foreign language study does not appear to contain valuable data from a superficial examination, I did not deem it important enough to examine further. It is possible that these studies do contain useful data that is obscured by the language barrier.

\mixsection{Conclusions and recommendations}

Improving the validation of turbulent jet breakup models requires not only changes to how models are validated but also new experimental data that is more challenging for model validation. Consequently recommendations are made for both modelers and experimentalists/computationalists. These guidelines are designed to address issues specifically in turbulent jet breakup, and they complement existing validation guidelines~\cite{oberkampf_what_2001}.

\mixsubsection{Recommendations for model developers}

\begin{enumerate}
   \item Compile as much data as possible. Actively look for data that fills in gaps in your parameter spaces (e.g., \figref{We-Re confounding}) and avoids confounding.
   \item Consider the uncertainty of the source data. If necessary, neglect data which is too uncertain.
   \item Consider turbulence intensity in new models, as it is an important variable in turbulent jet breakup that is frequently neglected.
   \item For primary breakup droplet diameter and velocity models, it is necessary to compare against primary breakup data, i.e., data on the diameter and velocity of droplets just-formed from the jet. Far-field measurements are discouraged. Near-field measurements may be acceptable, but they need to be compared against just-formed measurements to check that they are similar.
   \item Match all variables ($\Welo$, $\Relo$, $\Tubar_0$, etc.) when comparing model estimates to data. And ensure that the model estimate is for the same quantity as the data. Otherwise the comparisons are invalid; they would be apples-to-oranges comparisons.
\end{enumerate}

\mixsubsection{Recommendations for experimentalists and computationalists}

\begin{enumerate}
   \item Estimate uncertainty for every measurement.
   \item Measure or estimate turbulence intensity at the very least, if not other turbulence quantities (integral scale, Reynolds stress).
   \item If turbulence intensity will not be measured, use a standardized setup where the turbulence intensity can be credibly estimated. ``Pipe'' nozzles which produce fully developed turbulent flow are one way to do this. If the pipes are roughened and the friction factor of the pipe is measured, then the turbulence intensity can be credibly estimated~\cite{trettel_conditional_2018}.
   \item Cover the $\Welo$-$\Relo$ and $\Relo$-$\Tubar_0$ parameter spaces well enough to avoid confounding. Don't use nozzle orifice length as a proxy for turbulence level or the velocity profile.
   \item Measure common quantities of interest: droplet diameter distribution $f(D)$ or Sauter mean diameter $D_{32}$, average droplet velocity at formation $\vdavg$, average breakup onset location $\xiavg$, average breakup length $\xbavg$, and spray angle $\thetai$. Other quantities of interest may be useful in specific applications.
   \item For quantities without clear standard definitions (e.g., the spray angle), define the quantity in a precise way. Preferably this definition does not require expensive equipment. For the spray angle the standard could be a specific threshold for photographic or mass fraction measurements.
   \item Distinguish between quantities of interest which depend on only primary breakup and those which include other effects. For testing primary breakup models, it is better to measure the diameters of droplets ``just-formed'' from the jet. If only near-field measurements are possible, replicate one of the papers with just-formed droplets and compare the near-field and just-formed measurements. If the two are close, then near-field is an acceptable proxy for just-formed measurements.
   % TODO: Cite the papers with just-formed D_{32}.
   \item Release raw data with each publication.
\end{enumerate}


